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1.1 ,NTRODUCTION

The Proposal "Experiment in Matekials Processing Engineering

Education: The industrial Internship Program" (1) wasprompted by

the problems of a "productivity crisis" that was seen to exist at

the time of its writing: a severe balance of payments deficit with

a balance of trade deficit as one of its most noticeable components.

The blame for these evelopments was generally placed on a level of.

0 productivity significantly below that of a number of foreign com-

petitors on the world markets (2). Within onb year events took

place which appear to have shuffled natidnal priorities. For one,

the U.S. currently enjoys a trade surplus, brought about by cur-
e

rency realignments. SeOondly, the Yom Kippur War at long last has

jolted the industrialized world into the realization that the

4

iv.,

earth's non-replenishable resourpes are in factfinite in quantity,
, 6 .

and supply, levels of some of these are growing dangerously low.
el 0

The word "Energy Crisis" suddenly became the wordeof the day, al-
.

y

though "Materials Crisis" would have,been a more .appropriate choice.

Did national priorities reallydchange since-a year ago? The anster

is suggested by a brief review of the definition of 13rodugtivity.

\Simply ,put, productivity is the61easure of output fQr a given a-

mount of humin effort. But mr.,R.CGerstenberg, iresident of the-

I General Motors Corporation, goes further in his definition of pro-

ductivity:

Productivity is a measure of management's efficiency,
ors lack of efficiency, in employing all the necessary
resources--natural, human, financial. (2)

4,1

'Similarly, L. L. Lederman, Director of the National Research and

5
-1-
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Development Assessment P2Ogram'of NSF, states

Productivity is the relationship of output tooassoc-
'tat-ea inputs, in 'real,' physical volume terms. THus,
ch#nges in the ratio of output to input measure
changes'il) the efficiency with which inputs of scarce.
resources are converted into goods and services. (2)4

It is thus cigar that productivity had been a.measure of efficient

use of_our natural gyres ces all along, even before the nation be-
.

came painfully aware o e Energy Crisis. Thus, national prior-itier,clearly have not changed.

. The problem of productivity remains very much it the core of

any solution to the materia4 shortage problem. It thus appears

that the objedtives of this proposal and the proposal itself have

remalped very much relevant to our present problems.

The United States will need more and better qualified tech-

nological entrepreneurs and innovators to tackle these probleMs.
Aerie

and those looming on the horizon. Invigorated interaction between

the industrial and academic communities, as promoted by the In

ternship PrOgram, can be an importa4 factor in\the solution to the

productivityiproblem.

O

6
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1.2 OBJECT/YES

Under the Experimental R & D Incentives Program of the Nation-

al Science .Foundation, Michigan TechnOlogical Univeisity proposes

an experiment i4ith:the objectives to

1. Provide professional trainAng in ah atmosphere 'of in

novation for students planning to enter manufacturing
44

engineering.

2. Deve ).op aria maintain a university-industry relationship

conalcive to jolnt activities that will lead to'inereised

transfer of new manufacturing technology to the manufac-1

turing industry and will prpvide feedback to the"educa- f

tional system of the univer

proposed that these objectives

'educational program which brings to

ity.

can be achieVed through an

ther a student or students,

a university faculty meMpery and an engineer froindustry to form

a team. It is the task of this team to solve an engineering rob.-

lY. lem provided by industry. Details on the 'program areprovi ed in

Chapter 2 as well as in Reference (1).

Specifically, the purpose of this phase of the project is to .

- review existing university-industry interaction, domestic

and foreign, involving public, private and captive insti-

utions

conduct symposia for potential industrial participants -_I

identify interested companies and students

,-. establish an advisory council.

- conduct meetings for faculty and industrial participants

to establish program objectives, procedures and guidelines

- and to design the full experiment.

.3-
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1.3 CURRENT STATUS OF THE INVESTIGATION

/..4V .

Existing University - Industry Interaction--Foreign. During they

Manufacturing PrOductivity Conference held inOctober, 1972, in

Washington, D. C. (2), Germany and Japan were frequently mentioned

as :Ions enjoying high productivity and strong government back-

ing. in their R & D efforts. ConieqUently, it was felt that these
I.

countries sholild be visited to gait first-hand information, also

With regard to university-industry interaction there.cReports on

these trips comprise:Chapter 3 of this report. The experiences in

-Germany turned out toibe of particular value, since a very strong

workin0 reltponship exists between universities and industry in

' that country.. The potential benefits of applying some of the
o

practices observed to the U.S. system are worthy, of investigation.

Written inquiries went out to universities of other. EUropean

countries to obtain corresponding data. Not all requests for in-
.

formation have been honored yet, so these findings will be included

in the final report4 It can be:stated, however, that the same type__

of university-industry interaction exists in all Central European

countries (Germany, Switzerland, Austria and its former dependencies),

as evidenced by the fact that Austrian and Swiss companies do join

Berman companies in cooperative research ventures involving German
1A4

universities, for example.

Existing University-Industry Interaction--Domestic. Aside from

interaction that frequently exists between an individual professor

and industry, a ?umber$of schools have beet identified which hive

established systematic programs aimed at a more productive inter-

change between university And industry.
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IOne type of program you d at a number of universities is ih-

tended to.cultivate amutual 'beneficial partnership betwlen in-
.

dustryon.^one hand and .unpersity administration and professors on

the other.. Michigan Tech 2s Corporate Associates Program and M.I.T.'s 4

Associates Program and Industrial Liaison Program belong in this

category. Member firms gain access to the educational and research

programs of the school, and thq school rtceives financial support).

Some,of the means of communication are individual visits on campus

Or in industry, different types of,publications on research apti-

vities at the school mailed out to member firms, seminars, collo-
.

quia, and round tab eetings to promote exchange'of professional

experience and in orma ion. 1The programs of involve on-
,

0
campus representatives who are responsibile for establishing con-

tacts in areas of coincident ,interests with member companies; and

thud for developing effective
4

relationships between these firms
/

and the school.

On a visit to the University of Michigan, it-was learned that

this school, recognizing the importance of computer -aided design
9

and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) for industrial production, had insti--

tuted. the Industry-University Consortium Research Program on Com-

puter -Aided Manufacturing. The Mechanical Engineering Department
1

and an industrial TecMhical Advisory Committee are exp]oring ways'
0 /

for increasing uhiv4rsity involvement in CAD/CAM. 'As a result the

U. ,of M. is now active in research and teaching in this field.

The Processing Rese'Axch anstitute of Carnegie-Mellon University

offqrs a Mast& of Engineering Program designed to prepare graduate

0 students professionally for.engineering careers. Students are

0.ven industrial projects, and they have theemajor responsibility

re -5-
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for their 'aillccesspil

vlsed by PRI' faculty

completion. Each project is dlrectly super -

members, but
4
also receives direct input from

6. engineering experti from industry. Currently; about 15 companies
0

. t'
/

'are participating in the program. The working arrangement with'

each firm .provides fix.Troject funding to be.shared equally, by tie

company and NSF for the first year. Subsequently, the company

carries all project costs.The cooperation of the Department of

Chemical 'Engineering, MechanidaD Engineering, and Metallurgy and

Materials Science makes thii Rrogram interdisciplinary.

pcnk,t4Co-op Programs. Colleges and universities across
e \

and Canada are adopting Co-op Programs at fax acceleraibing,rate..
. ,

Cooperdtive education in its standard form has the following r
features (3,4): By placing ran interested student into ind*try

according to a time schedul.cOnvenient to 'him, he gains industrial
.

experience -to supplement his Classroom learning. The student cus-

tomarily enters the program after completion of his first year in

college. Care is tajken in trying to match the student's-field of

study and his work assignment. The level of these assignments is

adjusted to conform to the student's academic progress, i.e., he

assumes increasing responsibility as he nears graduation. The

student's *Irk experience becomes part of.his formal education, and

he receives academic credit for, it. His academic sudies.becoliM

more relevant,to him,.as he is able to relate theoretical learning

to his "job experience.

In summary, three different types of university-industry

interaction in the U.S. have been identified so far:
0

1. Industry deals directly with professors in order to bene-
.

1 0

-6-
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fit fr6m'the research pdEgntial of the university. Stu-

dents are not involyed on a systematic basis, although

graduate students will usually be active in releakea re -',

search efforts. The flow of technical information' tends

to be directed from the university to tinftstry. Some
t

feedback from the research effort to the clAssroom exists.

2. A number of stOents (undergraduate) gain industrial ex-
.

perience,'and thus are the primary beneficiaries of the

interchange. No direct iftyolvement by the universities

existwto benefit industry, and there is practically no

feedback from industry to the university which would be

helpful to make teaching morerelevant to all students.

3. A number of stud nts (undergraduate and graduate) gain

industrial dx ?erience by working with faculty meters and
,

practicing engineers on an industrial problem. All par-
.

tiesqnvolvedin the project benefit: the .student gains

valuable experience, the company gets a problem solved
,

with the help of the university, and the.faculty member

gains practical experience. Communication channels be-,
O

tween university and industry are open, and the flow of

information from industry to the'university makes engineer-

ing
.

courses more relevant so students taking these

courses benefit.

Of course it should be emphasized. that these classifications need,

not be as iigid as outlined -here. -Instead, a wide spectrum of

combinax4ons or variations of these program types is possible,

subject to the ihgenuity and needs of the,pr0gram participants.
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pymposia,on University-Industry fnteraction. 'IA recent m_onths a
.

. number of'symposia were held which dealt with the need to improve

:vniverbity-industry.4nteractiOn.and the transfer of technology.

In December of 1973, Carnegie-Mellcin University conducted. the

NSP-sponsored,"WorkshoP on Research and Educational Needsin the'
. 6

. .
Pressure Vessel Piping and Related Industries, " whith was ihtendedI

to advance ,university- industry interchange. A brief description

of this meeting is included in .Chapter 4. )
. .

All
. Also in December of 1973, M.I.T. held the '`National Conference

on Manufacturing Technology Nand ProdOctiity." ft detailed report
/ k' . .._,/,

on the proceedings of this meeting is included in Chapter 4.

Michigan Tech held NSPsponsoredsymposia on 40c6mber A2, 1973,

trt Dearborn, Michigan, and' on March 1, 1974, on the Michigin Tech - .

,

.
.

campus. The purpose of theSe events was to advertise the proposed
.

.--,..,.

program to industry and to stimulate discussion on it. ,._It was feltA .
1 ,1

that early input.by industry/Would aid in the final design of the
.. .c

experiment. Praceedings of,these meetings are included in Chapter
y

4. , 9 ,

OP
/'Some of,the significant results of these meetings are:

The indfiStrial representatives agree that the program proposed
.

by Michigan Tech is yerypromising.. Although it sliares a common

feature witrthe-&-op program, namely, the practical experience,

Seined by the student, its involvement of university faculty makes
A

it most appealing to them.' They feel that channels of communica-'

tion, which would thus be opened between university and industry,

benefit allparticipabts. Better than 80 percent recommend that

their companies participate in this program. Additional.petails,

shows in Chapter 4, indLude the results of a guestionre responded

12
C T
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tb by industrial participants of the symposia.

4 .

Statue'of Industrial Commitments and Advisory Council.. There ap-%
-,

pears to be'little,difficulty in finding companies willing to par.=
, .

. ticipa the prograM. Presently, companies from whour\positive (.......

1 .. .

' responses'have been received can be categorized as a) committed
. .

-

.
.

.to the' program, b) expected to-make a commitment, and c) having
.

A., -.

expressed an iaterest
.

as.shown: _
0 2

, ..,-.4T

Companies Committed.to
,

the'Program

beere & Company, Moline, Illinois

Grdde Foundries, Iron Motaain, Michigan and Milwaukee, Wisconsin'

Ford Motor Company, Chassis. s Division, Dearborn, Michigan

'Concord Manufacturing Co pany, Concord, Michigan

0 A

Companies Expected to Commit Themselves to the Program t'

Caterpillar Tractor ComAily, Peoria, Illinois

Garden way Manufacturing Coujpany, Troye gew York.

Union Carbide Corporation, Buffalo., Off York,

pagniaw Steeiing Gear Dfv: of-General Motoris-, SAginaw, Michigan

Motor Wileel4eorporation, Lansing, Michigan '

Steel Case, Inc:, Grand Rapids, Michigan

'Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan. 4

Companies,Having Expressed an'interest in the Program

Besser Company,'Alpva, Michigan . .

.

Bucyrus Erie.Compa A S. Milwaukee, Wtsconsi

, 'Cleveland Cliffs Iro CoMpany, Munising,-Mich
..

'.

. Giddings & Lewis Machine Tool Company', Fond du, ac, Wisconsin.
.

.
D. A. MacPherson, Inc., Iron River, MiChi§an

Lear Sigler', Inc., Detroit; Michigan
I, K

Scott Papet Company, Oconto Fallt, Wisconsin
. ,

'White Pine Copper Company,.Wh%ite Pine\ Michigan
4

*1
7
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1.4 REMAINING TASKS

-

A number of tasks remain to be completed. These are:

Complete study of domestic university- industry interaction.

Efforts to.make a more.complete assessment of university-industry

interaction in the U.S. will be continued. The search will con-
.

cenprate on programs which deviate from donveritional do-op educa-

tion, since its scope has been clearly identified, as described in

A the previous section.

Finalize the list_of participating' "players" for the first

year. It is recognized that the "players" will increase in number

and may vaill over the next years', as-the program grows. At first

arrangements must be finalized with the.cOmpanies which will help

to start up the program. This includes establishing projects and

the teams (studene-professor-practicing engineer) that will be re-

sponsible for their successful completion., At the same time.in-

dustrial participants must be identified for subsequent years.

Meetings for faculty and industrial participants will be held

to establish program objectives, procedures, and guidelines. Form7.

ation of teams also requires the identification of interested is

well as qualified students. This task will be'undertaken in the

very near future.

Final design of the experiment. The input provided by the

symposia and the faculty/industry meetings will be helpful in- the
7

final design of the experiment. Since a major part of the experi-

ment is its evaluation, criteria and techniques will be outlined

to help determine the success of the program. It has come o our

attention that cost/benefit studies- are being conducted by wo
P



universitiesl-on the effects of co-op education. These schools will

be contacted in an attempt to determine what their.experlences are

and what suggestions they may have for a meaningful analysis of a

1 program such ad the one proposed.

0

A
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Problems

THE, ENGINEERING INTERNSHIP. PROGRAM

by

3,/C. Gerdeen a
i .

%%

:The Engineering internship Program has been proMpted by

problems.of manufacturingyroductivAy, foreign trade unbalance,

and related causes such as technology transfer, lack of research

and innovation and technology gaps of one sort or another. For

example, during the fir yi quarter of 1972, the U. S. experienced

.a foreign trade unbalance of 111 billion dollars% This has been

artificially offset during 1973 by the devaluation of the dollar,

but the real cause of this problem still exists. -The Engineering

Joint Qouncil [1] foresaw this problem when they said:'

Minimal U. Si support of industrial research
may lead to a loss of technological world leadership
in civilian markets.

Closer collaboration between engineering and
educational theorists, should be encouraged,
especially in universities having strong schools
of engineering.

The cause df this foreign trade unbalance may relate back to

the amount of research effort in manufacturing processes. In

metalworking research-the U. S. has been outdone by Japan and

Western Europe as Table 1 'shows. Japan. has expended about two

pimes as much research effort and Europe more than four times as

CirThe Nation'sEngineering.kesearch Needs'1965-1985," EJC,-
*January 1963. - i
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much. It is not surprising then that the U. S. faces serious
4

competition irom these countries in manufacturing prodtictiyity.

If res)ear6h and development are important to increased

productivity, it is worthwhile to consider" the innovation process

and blockages therein. Table 2 shows the basic elements of the

innovation process. Blockages.exist between these elements.

There are several of these, but the technical and educational

will be considered as the important ones here.

There is a technology gap. Where is .it? A recent survey,
Amp

Table 3, showed that a technology gap exists in the material

processing area. For example, tools and dies for metal forming

are designed byrexperienced artis'ans. A new design requires a.,

trialand erroi. approach. Yet, the technology.exists to make

this art.more of *a science, and thus save lead time and avoid

unnecessary developm nt expenses.

Table 4 shows that there is also a lack of edurtional back-

ground of manufacturing engineers. As indicated on the previously

cited Table, Table 2, the NSF R & D incentives program has as its

objective to overcome these "technological and educational blockages

in the innovation p"rocess.

The Internship Program

Manufacturing productivity involves industry. A.technological

education involves a student and the university. These three

identities are shown in Figure 1. Very often, and unfortunately,

two of these identities, the 'industry and the university exist by

themselves with some distaste for each other. The industry may

20
-15-



TABLE 1
ANNUAL RESEARCH EFFORT IN PETAL MRKIN6 (1963)

Wm') STATES . JAPAN _2_Emppy

tiAN MAN

Ft'itTES_ ____Z___ flomms X :iinnii._

NEW METAL REMOVAL PROCESSES 229 15.6 323 12.3 . 516 9.4
. r

EXISTING METAL REMOVAL PROCESSES 424 28,8 1575 59,7 <7 21:123 ( 37,1

NEW METAL FORMING PROCESSES 439. 29,8 63.6. 2,4 502 9,1

EXISTING METAL FORKING PROCESSES ... .... ... .... .1. .....
-

$ -7
dl-------

TOTALS,- 1470 2635 5942

O.

1'



'TABLE 2 /

PROBLEM': EMPLOYMENT; INFLATION, "PRODUCTIVITY," TRADE BALARCE.
q-

,

ECONOMY.

R&D PRODUCTIVITY

INNOVATION. PROCESS: BAS I C *RESEARCH

O

APPLIED RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

IDESIGN tEMIP,EERING

ITERATIONS: 4
PRODUCTION

MARKETING

"BLOCKAGES" IN THE INNOVATION PROCESS: FINANCIAL

RESEARCH INCENTIVES PROGRAM: SUPPORT

TECHNICAL_

INFORMATIONAL

MARKETING

EDUCATIONAL. *A

LABOR

"EXPERIMENTS" TO TEST

'INCENTIVES IN OVERCOMING

S IN THE INNOVATION PROCESS.FED%BLOCKA

. 22
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TABLE 3

WHERE(IS THE TECHNOLOGY GAP?

*
PROCESSING AND FABRICATION

MATERIALS

BOTH

fe

NEITHER

:*
.62% IN MATERIAL PROCESSING

Sr

56.4%

18.6%

5.6%

19.4% I.

a

REFERENCE: METALS PROGRESS, "SURVEY REPORT ". OCT. 1970

$

*

<ftzfi )1-

2 3
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y . TABLE 4

A. D. LITTLE REPORT

*A LEVELS OF FORMAL EDUCATION

OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS
.f.

HIGH SCHOOL,OR LESS

COLLEGE DEGREE

SOME COLLEGE

s1°

3

V

.

24

444

'Ow

1

,

10

20% Nt)

33%

47%

A

10

.
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think of the university as an "ivory tower" with no connection

with the real` world.

technical expertise

4

The industrial person may be unaware of

at the university in his prpblem area. The
6-

university professor

dirty" in the real,worl industA/. He is unaware of the problems

of industry Conseiuently, there is a technology ''transfer problem.-

However, the students is the secrets to the solution of this.problem.,

may not like the idea of getting his "han'As

4

The student is the main product of,the university.. The "ent'

goes to mrk for the 'industry. Therefore, a mechanism of technology
sr

transfer involving the student will offspr the most4potential;

(In this connection, it is noted that Michigan TecE ranks ,

first in the number of Metallurgical engineers graduated each,year
.

and ranks third oi-fourth'iri the number of Mechanical 4Pgineers

graduated in the.u. S.)
. r

Next consider the charactrisitics of each of the-three.
%,.

.*,: ifentipies, as indicat
.

td.vin.Figure.2, that can be involved in 14
.

.

,

. .

.

.-

0
,techhology transfer. lindusty hai an engineering problem or

.
,,, . .

res rch prOblem that .needs t°6 be solved.beforo.a new14-oduct cab ,

,---

be maae.readytjor pfoduCiion. The industry may lack the -.expertise

that. can Be potenLialligaPlaidito these problemt:',The student sits

in betwben'arthe is,Fonceuled about obtaiang an education,

expecially on;,.that is ,relevant, and that will h'elp him 'obtain
.

. .

emproyment.ipon graduation. t-
...

Figure 3 shows hoW these
t
three 'identities

drimAM..

with their

individual characteristics and concerns can ,in ract,via a three

man team 'o e ee tArloOgYtransfer. The industriftl_ person

may be an enqineei or other represenfative fromdind4try. Thete
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may be one or more students involved on this team. The university

representative would be a faculty member with particular expertise

in the problem area. Figure 3 shows how the university faculty

member must get out from.the university to interact with industry.

It also shows how the engineer from industry must get out frOm the

industry to'lnteract with 'the university in continuing education

or by presenting seminars on campus. The figure also shows how

both the industrial and faculty advisors have input into the

students' education iloksi how technology transfer can be enhanced if

the student moves back and forth between industry-and the'univellisity4

.There must be feedback tothe university via all three members of l;'

the team if transfer f t chnology to other students and faculty!

not involved'in the articular effort is to be maximized.

Figure 4 shows that the focal point is an engineering project

of.\concern to 61e industry. This must be the focal point if this

mechanism is to work. The need and desire to solve an industrial

problem is

freezing".

talk about

the "lubricant° that will keep the "bearings from

Without it, "technology transfer" is a"good thing to

like the weather, but naturally nothing muchwill be

donabot&it. The focal point must be 4n industrial problem about

which the mechanism revolves andoif it involves a team effort as

suggested then technology transfer will automatically be a matter

of course.

An internship progr'am, in a medical setting, involves a

"hospitalu'or "clinic".f The engineering internship program does

too, as shown in Figure 5. In is case the university research

'laboratories and facilities can er4e this purpose when, after'a

29
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particular problem has been diagnosed in industry, it can be

further "operated on" at the university.

Figure 6,shows a work study plan (Similar to a co-op

"arrangement)' where it is suggested that a student alternately

spend 6 months in industry and.6 months at the university. 'This

means that a student's study pibgram would be extended by one year.

The program is intended for students entering,their senior year

and for graduate students University credit would be given for

the. engineering research work of the students.
4

In Order to implement the program financial support is needed

as shown in Figure 7. To attract the better-students to the program,

and to convince them to delay their degree schedule by one year, an

extraordinary incentive is needed. NSF would support the student

while in school with a substantial fellowship., Industry would

support the students while at work there, and also would support
. .

the fac ty workihg there too - for they need an incentive too.

The university, of course, supports the faculty in their teaching

duties end provide's facilities for education and research.

* .Mighigan Tech proposes the engineering internship program as

an experiMent for 5 years. This period is considered a minimum in

order to coil t enough data for. evaluation purposes. In this

regard, crite will have to be established for measuring ,the

success of th periment.

It is believed that this program has the potential of adding '

"professionalism" to the engineering education;, by providing the

opportunity of a professional engineering eduction within an

existing engineering school without building 4 separate professional

0
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.

school. The students selected for involvement in the program

will truly be the pr.oiessional, but the "feedback" and "spin-off"
. .

to other students and faculty should enhance the professional

character of the engineering education in general.
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REPORTS-ON TRIP TO GERMANY

'1

Introduction

by

K. J. Weinmann
J. C. Gerdeen

r

Two reports on the trip to Germany taken by the authors as

part of the NSF backgroynd studrof university-industry interaction

are presehted. The first; an introductory report, describes

briefly the institutions visited, contacts established, and the

types of activity observed. The second report attempts to provide

an in-depth description of engineering education and research at

the university with emphasis on the area of manufacturing. This

report puts the obseivatiohs of the introductoryireport in perspec-
o

tive,cland clarifies the practices described, and organizations
0

mentioned ih

INTRODUCTORY REPORT

4
A. Visit to the Technical University of Berlin - October 16, 1973

1. Persons cOntacted:

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Gunter Spur, Director of Institut fiir

Werkzeugmaschinen and Fertigungstechnik (Department of

Machine Tools and Manufacturing)

prof. Dr.-Trig. Rolf Clausen, Assistant Director.

r 3
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2. Summary of visit:1
I .

.

HEn..e4ition to the'two professors in the depirtment,

'there are 40 "wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiter" and "Aqsistenten"

(scientific co-workers and assistants). who are doctoral

candidates who have their Dipl. Ing. degree.

t
The research areas of the Institlet are ur in number:

.

I. Machine Tools and Metal Cutting

II Programming of Machipe Tools

III. Control Theory

rv. CAD - Computer Aided Design

Some of the projects under these areas are por example:

Ia. Thermal deformation of machine tools (chucks)

Ib. TherM1 aspects of clutches
,t+

Ic. Dynamic behavior of grinders (threading)

II. Development of Computer languages: \AUTODEC,

EXAPT, COMPAC (automatic drawin4t) g

III. Developments of controls: NC, DNC, CNC, AC

(Adaptive Control) .

The university is leading indust in computer controls

and in fact is developing control tech iques for industLy..

Two-rlirTe industrial firms they work with are Siemens and

AEG. These companies furnish the Institut with their com-

puters.puters. There are about 40 sponsored research projects. Of

these, 1/3 are sponsored by the government, 1/3 by industry,

* 38
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and 1/3 are co-sponsored by matching funds fiom governor

and industrial, groups.

B. Visit to Technical Univev-it-P-of Stuttgart - ctOber 18,19, 1973
0 t

1, Important people contacted:

Prof. Dr:-Ing. Kurt Lange, Director of Lehrstuhl, und

Institut fur Omformtechnik (Institute for Metal Forming);

1,

Dipl.-IngloP. Noack, Assistant Directoe/for Teaching;

Dipl.-Ing- G. SchrOder, Assistant.Director for Basic

Research; Dipl-Ing. E. Dannenmann, Assistant Director for./

Applied Research. sr

r,

Prof. Dipl.-Ing..Karl Tuffentsammer, Director; and Chiee
. .

Epgipeer Dr.-Ing. C. M. Lang, Institut filr Werkzeuginaschinen

(Department of Machine Tools) .

Proms Dr. -Ing. Hans -- Jurgen Warnecke, Diredtor; and Dipl.-

Ing. H. Lang, Institut fur Industrielle Fertigung and
.

Fabrikbetrieb (Industrial Engineering)..

Prof. Dr.-Ing. H.*abe, Dean of Fachbereiche fur Maschpen-
.

k.bau (Department or College of Mechanical Engineering -

includes above 3 institutes).

Dr.-Ing. JOrg Eisenger, Institut fir Steuerungstechnik d4r

Werkzeugmaschinen and Fertigungseinrichtungen (Department
.

of'Machine Tool Controls and Manufacturing Control).

39
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. A-

2. Summary of visit:
P 0 ,,

Lange's institu 22 doctoral candidates, fo'ur'

machinists, two lesearch'technicians, a
.13

instriamenNtechnician,"two secretaries,

N..jan

librarian, an

on# drftsman,
N7

or, electrical technician, metallographet.and a '

photoga er.

There is a Counc

.

f6r Cold'Forming involving Universi-
-0

vy with. industrial representa-
.4

'ties*, and inthistries - but h

e
tion..- There is also a cou, c 1 for heet metal forming.

t.

This body established a 11*6 tc&y'for,shbet l'sheet
.

at the Institute for Metal ForAng.

State Support is used to operati the sapol. 69770%

,

of research suppont comes from the governme gh DIG,

3-5% from indtiktry, 5-7% from an Assoilattion of Machine:* ,

Tool `Manufacturers, and 15-20% from A1F - an: industrial

=P.

group with matching funds from Overnment..

'Research activities* at the Ibstitaite for Metal Fotming
1

include projects in extrusion, upsetting, heading:, coining,

f ow turning, deep drawing, stretch draWingt'bending,

-
$ -

cutting, clopping. Work materials includ'zinC, stainle"ss

steel, titanium,. and superplastic alloys.

4

C. Visit tg.9 The Technical University of Hanrlbver, October 22,23, 1973'

1. Important people contacted: o

Dipl -Ing. Nagel; Dr.-Ing. Lidbig - Chief Engineer, Lehrstuhl

und Ins Ut fur Umformtechnik and Umformmaschinen. (Prof.

.41)
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4

Dr. H. Butler is retired.) Dr.-Ing. Meyer-Nolkemper, Head

FGS - Forschungstelle Gesenkschmieden (DAa/Forging

Reselarch Institute) .

furiFerti

O

Mg.. Hans Kurt Tonsboff,

gstechnik und Spanende

Lehrstuhl und Inspitu

Werkzeugmaschinen.

Meyer-Nolkemper is actually employed by the Drop-Forging

Association - but his research group has also been ad-

ministrated by Prof. Butler.

Prof. Dr.-Ing. H.'Kettner, Lehrstuhl fur Arbeitmaschinen

und,Fabrikanfa n.,,(Ihdustrial Engineering and Production).
4

2c Summary of visit:

The Drop Forging Research Institute, FGS, which is(

associated witbithe Institute for Forming and Fording

Equipment, is funded 50% by the Etop Forgers Association'

and 50% from DFG and'AIF.

Research areasin Metal Forming are: Material

properties (flow stress .of metallic materials); cold

formj.ng -Isheet metal (blending, rolling, high energy rate

forming) drawing of wire, rod, and pipe; ]scut forming

forging, extrusion, HERF; heat treatment methods; behavior

of machine tools of forming.

There is also a,FederalMaterial Testing Lab (Amtliche

Materialprafanstalt far Werk -zeuge, Werkieugmaschinen, und
ti

0

.,

C

v \ '
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Umformtechnik) in Hannover closely conected with the-

.,;..,1,University. Three insti%utes ham eeh appointed to con
A

the lab for the gov4rnment.,-, Dr.-liebig is director. The
P

lab is concerned with grinding wheel safety. There are

various safety assurance lab$ throughout Germany.

There are 17-18 co-workers.in Tanshoff's institute,c

c

and 12 support staff.' Six co-workers are funded by the

state - the others by outside support. Support by individual

industries is 15%. Support by associations is more than 15%.

Some projects of interest in Professor Tanshoff's in-
-

stitute'are: Computer study _of wear profilettd grinding
*

wheeld, residua' stresses after4machining by electro-

chemical removal, wear of wiresaws for cutting rock, a

constant strain-rate cam driven testing
. .

finish'studies in turning ofaustenitic

O

machine;-;urface

stainless steels.

D. Visit to Technical University of Aachen, October 25,26, 1973

1. Important people contacted:

Dr. Ing. Hans Grabowski, Chief Engineer - Labohtorium fur

e f

.Werkzeugmaschinenund Betiebslehre. Prof. Dr. -Ing. Walt

Eversheim, Lehstuhl ffir Produktionssystematik.

2. Summary of visit:

Dr. Opitz' institute is now headed by, three chairs

with three young professors - recent graduates of Aachen.

42



.
The other two chairs of the institute besides

Eversheim's are occupied by Professor Dr.-Ing. W. KOnig

Lehstuhl fUr TehnolOgie der Fertigungsverfahren (who also
4

functions as' administrative director),-'and Prof. Dr.,-Ing.

M. Weck Lehstuhl fur Werkzetigmaschinen.

The lab has 350 staff with 100 co-workers - 40 of these

are doctoral candidates.

Research activites under the chair of Manufacturing

# *Processes: Machinability of conventional and exotic

materials, and tool life studies using a systems appr h

(turning, milling, drilling, grinding); Grinding (especial

hii4E5-pled. grinding); Non- conventional machining (EDM, ECM);

.Developmqnt of adaptive control systems (ACC, ACO); Types

'oractivity similar to those observed in Berlin.

E. Visit to DEMAG A.G., Duisburg, October 30, 1973'

1. Person contacted:

Dipl.-Ing. Scherf, Director of Technical Services

2. Summary Of visit:

Mr. Scherf reinforced the Impressions we got while

visiting the universities. He confirmed that excellent

relations existbetween universities and industry. He is

satisfied to let, the universities take a leading role in

the type of research and development, whidh in the U.S. is
1

43
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generally conducted by industry itself. He

of R&D being sponsored and/or carri

of indlistidal firms, who sha

Germany appeArs to be

back seat to c

curren

likes the idea

ed out by a consortium

re the results. Philosophy in.

,that pfoprietary aspects must take a

ooperationt2. *ith regard to the engineers

tly 'turned out by the technical'universities, he has

nothing but the highest praipe for diem and their gualifi-

cations. Mr. Scherf Wad like to be kept informed of our

continuing efforts.

F. Visit to the BMFT - Federal Ministry of Research and Technology
.

-

. Bonn, October 31, 1973

1. Person contacted:

Dr. rer. nat. B. M. Kramer

2. Summary of visit:

Research and Technology holds the purse strings,

establishes research needs, and dispenses funds accordingly.

Moneys go to DFG, industry (on a matching fund basis),

the Max Planck Institute lbasic research), Fraunhofer

Society (applied research), federal research institutes,

etc. It appears the universities may be 'funded directly

also, but generally federal moneys reach them indirectly

through.DFG and industry, for instance. In the case of

the important areas of NC of machine tools and CAD/CAM,

4
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for instance, the funds go first to the Society ror Nuclear

Research, which is termed the Project Carrier. It hands

funds down to the specific area of machine tools which is

headed by a Project Associate, in this case, Prof. emeritus'
. .

Dr.-Ing. H. Opitz, who coordinates this research effort.

Additional research fundifig comes from AIF,'VdW (Machine

Tool Builders Ass'n.) and the Volkswagen Foundation.f All

funding agencies inform each Other of their activities on

a voluntary basis to avoid of'efforts. Hence,

coordination of research efforts is not only carried out

horizontally (i.e. agreement among universities) but also

vertically, by all public and private agencies.

Dr. Kramer mentioned that patent and use rights of

the Government itself are not,yet well defined and under

continued' study.

G. Visit to DFVLR - German Research and Testing Institute for
Piero -and Astronautics -,Location Porz-Wahn, October 31, 1973

k. Person contacted:

Dr.-Ing. H. Barth (Gas turbine research)

2. Summary of visit:

This federal research effort is carried out in

different locationsin Germany, with several institutes on

each location. Cooperation is again evident. Involved

4 5:
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are not only untverities, but international agencies from

within Western Europe all the way to NASA. We saw full

size models of several research and communication satellites

which were the culmination of international efforts. Cus-

tomarily, such satellites are heaved into space by U.S.

rockets.

f

ti
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

AIF - Arbeitsgemeinschaft Indusrieller Forschungdvereinigungen
'Cooperative of Industrial Research Associations

4
BMFT Bundesministerium fur Forschung and Technologie -

Federal Ministry for Research and Technology

DFG - Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft -
German Research Association, similar to NSF

`DFVLR - Deutsche Forschungs-und Versuchsanstalt flieLuft-und
Raumfahrt - German equivalent to NASA

FhG Fraunhofer Gesellschaft -
Applications oriented research society

RGF Hochschulgruppe Fertigungstechnik -
University Committee for Manufacturing Engineerin4

MPG - Max Planbk.Gesellschaft*-
Research society for basic research

VDW Verein Deutdcher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken.-
. German Machine Tool Builders Association.
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A Brief Description of"the Organizationali$Aup of a German
Technical University

1. General Strutture

The Germari technical university functions differently 'from

an American university in several. respects. (See Pig.
4

The university has neither college% no.rdepartments in

1°) (11

the Anglo-

.American tradition. Instead, the basic functional andadministra-

tive unit is the Institut. The -tnstitut is more restricted in

scope' than a department, ar yet.its di;ector general* wields

more 'power than the U.S. department IleadA,as will be explained
t .1

9
below. The Institut can best be visualized by imagining an Ameri-

.

can engineering department, say a departinent of mechaniCal engi-

neering, being dissolved intd its.basic components, such as machine

designI. the °dynamics, metal. removal, etc., and.conveiting each
-

into an institute with its own administrative apparatus. Mechani-

cal Engineering would no longer be an administrative unit, but

would merely remain a descriptive concept. At the University of

0' Stuttgart, for example, mechanical engineering is one of 15 aca-

demic directions (Studienrichtungen), some others being civil engi-

neering, electrical engineering, etc. Naturally, the institutes

tend to be quite small, and there are over one hundred of them

at the University of Stuttgart alone. Several institutes are bun-
.

dled into divisions (Fachbereiche),such as energetics, manufac-

.-turing engineering, process engineering; and there are 18 Fach-
.

bereiche in M.E. If the division of manufacturing engineering is

singled out, one finds that it is made up of eleven institutes, some

of which do not appear to have a direct bearing on manufacturing.

50
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.

Those haying to dsmdirectly with manufacturing are indicated in
/

Fig. 1. The Fachbereich is presided over by the dean, who is

I elected from amongst the institute directors of the p articular

division for a two- ear term. AS primus inter pares, he has very

little pdwer. Customarily thg director is the sole professor at

the.institute, andis able to develop his institute according to

his own taste, interests, capability, as well as the opportunities

provided by the prevailing economic needs. It is thus possible

that some institutes may grow to be quite large, and rival American

engineering departments in size.

2. Organization of the Institute

The professor (institute director) relies on.his staff of

wissenschaftliche Mitarbeiier and Assistenten (scientific co-
.

- workers and assistants) to shoulder many of the responsibilities

in the administration of the institute and to carry out and super-
.

,v vise research. They act as heads of sections such as instruction,

applied research, basic research, and administration as is the
.

case at the Institut fur Unfolmteohnik (Institute for Metal

Forming) of the University of Stuttgart (Fig. 1), for example.

Different institutes have different sections according to their

missions. The assistants, in tom, may have assistants of their

own, who are usually students pursuing the Diplom Ingenieur

(approximately equivalent to the M.S.). In addition, there is an
A

impressive support staff, which includes secretaries, machine'shop

technicians (usually 3 to 5), draftsmen and signers, and if need .

be, metallographers, and photon lab perso

52
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Qualifications of Institute Staff

The director of the institute, who enjoys the academic title

OrdinariUs,(D. Prof.), is called by the university to fill the

vacant chair of the institute. More precisely, the university

4, makes a recommendation, and the call is issued by the ministry of

culture of the state which supports the university. This act in

part explains the power of the Ordinariue within the university:

He is hired and paid by the state, and not the university. In

engineering, the call will usually go to a professor of another,

university, or a highly successful engineer in industry. For.an

engineering professorship, several years of industrial experience

.gained in a leading industrial position are a requirement. It is

customary to pick a man with a doctorate, although this does not

appear to be a requirement. He is a recognized leader in his

field, one of the foremost exptrts in the area of emphasis of the

institute. Before an interested'candidate accepts the,job, he

enters into negotiations with the state, in order to lay down his

conditions. Ale will negotiate for Money to-build up the institute,

library funds, etc. If his conditions are met, he takes the job.

It happens, on occasion, that the negotiating pities cannot get

together, in which case a'different czndid to must be found. The

"professbr is a civil servant, and thus lias the ultimatetin job

security.

The wissenechaftliche Mitarbeiter and Aerietenten generally

have their Diplom-Ingenieur and,are candidates for the Dr.-Ing.,

the equivalent to the Ph.D. There are assistants.4 however; who

s

have completed their doctorates. Although assistantships can be
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looinpared td assistant prbfeitoz4hips, hey are not permanent. It

should be emphasized that mst German doctoral cand ates in

engineering, unlike their U.S.. counterparts, are n t considered

to be. students. They have no course requirements, /and the attain-
.

ment of the degree'is solely dependent upon the dissertation.
-- d

Some assistants become so involved with institute work; that they

never complete a 4:1CsrtatiOn. In this case, the years spent at

the institute are not considered to be lost, on the contrary:

the assistant has had the chance to build 'his visibility with in-
,

dustryl and his administrative and engineering activities have

made him highly plesirable to industry. Besides, throughout. his
c

tenure as assistant he is paid according to the industrial pay,

scale, i.e. al:knit $1,000 per month.

4. Financing of the Institutes a

The institute receives its operational budget directly from

the state. This supports the director, a few of his assistants,

the support staff, office supplies, etc. Additional assistants
3

are funded from research. Risearch support-comes from government

as well as industry, as explained below. Machinery in the labOra-

tortes is given or loaned by industry. In fact, machine tpol

manufacturers are sager. `to place their hardware into witiversity

labs for advertising purposes. Industry is also occasionally

asked to donate materials and supplies not budgeted.

5. Teaching at the Institute

In general, lectures are the responsibility of the Ordinarius.
frh

This certainly applies to required courses and consequently to

5
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courses contaiied in 'the options. (See Part B for explanation of

options.) Assistants are involved in preparation and updating of
te,

.4, lectures, however, and lab instruction and supervision is their

responsibility. It is standard practice",to invite guest lecturers

from industry, who.will discourse on their areas.of specialization.

. They may teach for an entire semester, or come for fa day only.

There exist different types of"these professors and lecturers, Arid

. it is beyond the scope of this report to'idevote time to the de-
.

scription of the differences. Suffice it to say that none of them

have the status of the Ordinarius.

It should be emphasized at this point that engin ering educa-

tion is Very much applications-orierited and generally geared so

thatte,,graduate ffom the Institut can be productive immediately

. upon entering. industry. This is bf course due to the industrial
W.

4

exposure which the professor bfings with him to the university.

Be also brings with him good contacts in industry, and companies

provide the institute with research contracts (see below). Since

this type of research will necessarily be of'the applied, tlpe, and

s' ce research affects instruction, engineering, education has

assumed its applied flavor. ustr has a high degree of apprecia-

tion 9br t engineers tutned outby tie universities, and- has
,

-.4

come to expect from thd universities that they. continue to, produce.

engineers. of this quality.

CooperatAn among institutes

and there is little eVidende'of a

A

appeat to be widely practiced

"go it alone" a etude. If

feasible, and whenever practical, they scare fac-lities, ar$ they

, draw upon each others' expertise to provide their.students.,44th a
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well-rounded engineering education. The curriculum for metal

forming, for instance, .which will be descrped in a.later section,

places considerable emphasis on materials science in recognition

of the fact that material properties as well as mechanical aspeots

play.a major role In the processing of metaa' Material science,
. -

however, is offered in the Institute for Metallurgy.,.--

If the need arises, institute staff members are recruited

from different areas. As an example, control of'mac1ine tools

iavolves considerable electrical engineering know-how. I't is thus

_significant that generally about half f the assistants working

(\in this area are electrical engineers. In fact, the director of

the Institute for Control of newooleat the University of

Stuttgart (Fig. 1), is an electr al engineer himself.

lfyand large, good and fruitful relations are cultivated

between'the professor and the former student now in industry.

This 'of course is .instrumental in maintaining the intensive

-university/industry interaction generally found in Germany, which

is enlarged won in the section dealing with research.

B. Education of an ME Student Specializing in Manufacturing
Engineering'at a German University

1: Qualifications of.-.Students

graduation from high school (Abitu), which ends 13 years of

primary and secondary schooling, qualifies the student for a uni-
,

versity education. He brings with hiM4t...substantil exposure to

liberal arts (world history, art.and music appreciation, philosophy,

rhetoric) including the knowledge of at least one foreign language.

Generalpy, he has a working knowledge of English and/or French.

If 6
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I

TI4 engineering student is therefore not required to takge.iny

coursework of this type,

immediately instead.
4114

physics, and chemistr

but will start out with science,courses

He generally, his had math throggh calculus,

y. The fact that he has had 'one additional

year of pre-univeiaity schooling than his U.S. counterpart ift

conjunction with\a

puts the German A.

of a U.S. unifier

spool educatio

2. Praetical

more demanding high school education usually

gh school graduate at the beginning Junior level

s\ity/: For a more detailed description of high

n ih Germany, see (2].

Experience (Praktikum,

efore he can obtain his degree, the engineering student is

spendspend at least26 weeks in industry in order to gainrequired to

somepractical experience in his area. Evidence of 8 weeks must

be presen

Th

acquir

as we

pro

no

f

ted by the student at his matriculation (3].

e purpose of,trie experien is for the M.E. student to

1Pe knowledge of the origin ndrefinement of workmaterials

11 as their fabrication, and to gain,an understanding of the

duct, i.e. its structure, and how it functions. The student is

t expected to develop skil The student is also to become

amiliar with organizational spectsof industry as well as the

attitudes and behavioral, patterns of workers.

The experience the student gains should be structured as

follows:

I. Manual working of materials

2. Work with machine tools - metal cutting and forming

3. Model building, foundry

5 7
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4-

4. Heat treating, welding

!: Measuring, testing, quality control

6. Assembly and repair

The responsibility for training the student lies with the

companies alone. The universities provide the guidelines only,

and exercise no control. It is recommended that the student work

at mor than one company.

The remuneration 'of the student generally is marginal to non-

existent in the initial phase of the program. After he has

attended school for a number of semesters, and can be productive,
A

his pay is increased.

The student is keqUired to report on his activities, observa-

tions and experiences in writing. He is expected to present proof

of his training activities to the university, and the company

issues him a 4ort card for this purpose.

The Zurich Model [4] - The conventional Praktikum described

above has come under attack by the universities since a lack of

control by the educators over the program has resulted in non-

uniform tra4ning among students. Some companies take the Praktikum

more seriously than others, but some individual supervisors may

f23.1 to do a good job.

In answer to this situation, German technical universities

are taking a closer look at the "Zurich Model", a more efficient

version of the conventional Praktikum introduced at the Institut

fur Werkzeugmaschinenbau and Fertigungstechnik of the Technical.

University of Zurich, Switzerland. Special features of this pro-

gram include briefness - 18 weeks as opposed to 26 for the
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conventional program - and greater efficiency; although the

objectives remain essentially as outlined above. Efficiency is

achievel, by conducting the Praktikum in two parts: l. Th e is

a structured course of 6 weeks duration with only enoug flexi-

bility to allow foi varying facilities or capabilities ong.

companies. The course is run by industrial instructors on location

in.industry, with a many as 8 students per class. The instructor

himself is trained by the university. 2. The balance.of the

Praktikum is spent in free, unstructured training of the student.

The reaction to this experiment.by the participants'is re-

ported to be generally positive, and Swiss industry has taken on

the a4ded financial burden with no hesitation.

The Praktikum may lead to additional summer employment for

those students interested in gaining further experience and

supplementing their incomes Co-op programs, on th other hand, as

they are practiced in the United States, apparen y do not exist .

in Germany.

3. Curriculum

The description of the academic program which follows is

basdd upon the curriculum of the University of Stuttgart It
Aft

has been found that the othei engineering schools in Germany follow

. the same pattern of engineering education, thus pgesenting a

specific program as-example is justified. Academic standards do

not vary to any. e*tent among engineering schools, so that transfer

between universities involves few complications.

The goal 6f the entering student is to obtain the degree of

Diplom Ingenieur, the first of two possible academic degrees.

59
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The second degree is the Doctorate (Dr.-Ing.),b The Diplom In-

genieur corresponds roughly to the M.S. in the U.S., as indicated

earlier.

The .academic program falls into tyd_parts (Fig. 2), each of

hitch requires a cdmprehensive examination. The first part covers

four semesters of general course work, common to all ME programs,

which provides the student with a theoretical background (Table 1).

One major and several minor plant trips are also included. The

student must pass the comprehenSive examination covering this

material to complete this.phase. Only then can he get credit for

the remaining semesters, and complete his degree work.

From the fifth semester on through the eighth and beyond, the

student is pursuing a major (Studiengang) of his choice, say

Manufacturing engineering. Within this category he has to select

two options (Hauptfacher) consisting "of a number of courses each

(14 semester hOurs)uand six required courses (Pflichtfacher) of

four semester hours each. The areas of'specialization in M.E.

are gi'ven in Table 2, and the options and electives in manufac-

turing in Table 3.

Within each of the two options, the student selects a number

of courses. The six required courses, which can be called elec-

tives, are above and beyond the courses contained in'the options.

Specifically, a course ie to be selected from each of the six

areas listed in Table 3, provided A. choice exists:

Comparison with Fig. 1 shows that each of the options repre-

sents a different institute, as do.the elective areas.

CR
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CURRICULIAOU IN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING AT UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART.

SEMESTER
I

5 6 7

PARTS

OF

ACADEMIC

.PROGRAM

,

.
:

BASIC BACKGROUND

COURSES COMMON TO ALL M. E.

STUDENTS

SELECTION OF TWO OPTIONS FROM: .

1. MATERIALS PROCESSING (FORMING)

2; CONTROLS ENGINEERING

30. MACHINE TOOLS

*4$ -INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

PLUS' S,IX ELECTIVE COURSES REQUIRED
..)

- .

EXAMS.
.

,
\ .

INTERMEDIATE

COMPREHENSIVES

(VORbIPLOM)

FINAL

COMPREHENSIVES

(DIPLOM)

is-s...p.....

PROJECTS

es.

.

. -

SEMINAR PRESATATION

PLUS MAJOR TECHNICAL PRO ECT

`' IN EACH OF THE Two OPTIONS

DIPLOM

THESIS

LABS
MAT'LS

TESTING

PHYSICS

MAT/LS

TESTING

ELECTR$

ENGG. .,

.

ONE LABORATORY CONSISTING

OF TEN EXPERIMENTS IN EACH

OF THE TWO OPTIONS
r .%

.

FIG..2
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CURRICULUM FOR)FIRST.fOUR SEMESTERS FOR' MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

(UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART)

. SEMESTER HOURS

INTRODUCTION INTO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING .2

INTRODUCTION INTO LAW (1 2

'

ECONOMICS
.

Z

INTRODUCTION INTO STUDIES OF ENGINEERING SCIENCES 2

DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMENTS & STRENGTH OF MATERIALS 21

ADVANCED MATHEMATICS 21 &

MECHANICS 17. .

THERMODYNAMICS ,. 6 .

.
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY 4

-

ELECTRICAL- ENGINEEENGINEERING ,
0 8

METROLOGY

PHYSICS

GENERAL CHEMISTRY ',". ,.

MATERIAL SCIENCE

MANUFACTURING WITH PLAN). VISITS'
41 I

SEMESTER CONTACT HOURS UP TO PRE-DIPLOM

.

. a
..7

CURRICULUM FOR AREA OF SPECIALIZATION

6 ELECTIVES

PROJECT IN ONE ELECTIVE .

FIRST OPTION

PROJECT FOR FIRST OPTION

5ECOND,OPTION

PROJECT FOR SECOND OPTION
.q...

DIPLOM THESIS

TOTAL SEMESTER CONTACT HOURS

TABLE 1

er
i

62

5

9

2

5

24

. 3

20

6.

'20 .-

6

6
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8 AREAS OF SPECIALEATION IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

(UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART)

ENERGY Eft.INEERING

ENGINEERING PHYSICS

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

MANUFACT4fONG ENGINEERING

PRECISION ENGINEERING

MACHiRg DESIGN

METHODS ENGINEERING'

PROCESS DYNAMICS AND PROCESS. CONTROL

--FOR MACHINE DESIGN, FOR EXAMPLE. TYPICAL COURSES ARE:

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

MACHINE DYNAMICS 0
VIBRATIONS

TRANSMISSIONS

HYDRAULICS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING*

THEORY OF AUTOMATIC CONTROLS

HEAJ AND MASS TRANSFER

DATA PROCESSING

MACHINE TOOLS

PLUS TWO OPTIONS, IN WHICH ONE OR THE OTHER OF THESE

COURSES MAY ALREADY BE CONTAINED

TABLE 2
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OPTIONS IN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING

(UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART)
Alb

METAL FORMING

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS

MACHINE fUOLS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

6 ELECTIVES CHOSEN FROM:

-v. 1) & LI As i METAL FORMING

,- -B. INTRODUCTION TO CONTROLS ENGINEERING

AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF MACHINE TOOLS

C. MACHINE TOOLS

D. INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

3) METROLOGY

4) SCIENCE OF METALLIC MATERIALS .

do STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

5) 'COMPUTER LAB & NUMERICAL METHODS

6) A. MANUFACTURING METHODS OF PRECISION`

ENGINEERING

B. MACHINE DYNAMICS

C. VIBRATIONS

D. AUTOMATIC CONTROLS

E. INFORMATION Muir(

TABLE 3
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, The coursework of the second part is specialized, of course,

and is intended to provide the student with the opportunity to

gain in-depth knowledge of selected topics. This ig particularly

true of the options. In each of the two options and in one of the

six electives, the student is required to carry out a, major

technical project. In general Jim is .to work independently and is

to submit a report describing his endeavors and findings.: He thus

has three reports in total. As an example, the tudenrk. could in-
.

N.1

volve himself in a design project for one of these projects. A

seminar -type presentation is to be made of one of these projects.

Each option also include a lab course with ten experiments.

Tables 4 and 5 show options in metal forming. One is pri-

marily applications (production) oriented (Table. 4), thp other
0

Stresses basics. A comparison of these options reveals a few

interesting

machin

autonia

features. The production option heavily stresses

it

sand topics related to cofttrols of machine tools and

The-fundamentals option, on the other hand, is more

theoretical in nature, and places substantial emphasis upon

- "materials. It is clear that in each case metal forming is pre-.

senNvin context with a larger picture. The production-oriented

engineer is interested in the process itself, and is thus involved

. with machines. The engineer dealing with basic aspects of forming

is concerned more with the behavior\of materials, in addition to

the processes;

The student has two more efforts left to fulfill the require-

ments of his degree: These are the final comprehensive exathination,

and the Diplomarbeit (comparable to M.S. thesis). He must have

% , 65
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11, OPTION "METAL FORMING PRODUCTION" AT THE INSTITUT

FOR UMFORMTECHNIK, UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART

SEMESTER HOURS

UIREMENTS:

FUNDAMENTALS OF METAL FORMING 6

MACHINE TOOLS OF METAL FORMING 2

SPECIAL TOPICSAN FORMING PROCESSES

REGARDING PRODUCTION & BkVELOPMENT 2

4 HOURS TO BE- SELECTED FROM

ECIAL FORMING METHODS 1

TIEORY OF ALLOYING NONFERROUS METALS .2.

CONTROLS OF MACHINE TOOLS

MACHINE TOOLS

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

AUTOMATION

STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL

C. SECOND OPTION FROM

AUTOMATIC CONTROLS

MACHINE TOOLS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

4

3
v.

2

2

2

D. RECOMMENDED ELECTIVES

EllEeTIVE FROM AREAS NOT SELECTED AS OPTION

3. MATERIAL SCIENCE

COMPUTER LAB & NUMERICAL METHODS

ELECTIVE FROM.APPROVED LIST
.

TABLE 4
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III OPTION "METAL FORMING - FUNDAMENTALS" AT THE INSTITUT

FOR,UMFORMTECAIK, UNIVERSITY OF STUTTGART

SEMESTER HOURS

REQUIREMENTS:

FUNDAMENTALS OF METAL FORMING

ALYS. OF FORMING PROCESSES BY

T AIRY OF PLASTICITY

MACHINE TOOLS OF METAL FORMING

1

B. 5 HOURS TO BE SELECTED FROM

SPECIAL TOPICS IN FORMING PROCESSES 2

MATERIALS SCIENCE

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

THEORY OF WEAR

2

4

2

;THEORY OF ALLOYING -.NONFERROUS METALS 2

THEORYOF ALLOYING NONCONVENTIONAL

METALS

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

ADVANCED MECHANICS

SECOND OPTION FROM

MANUFACTURING TOPICS

MAT RIALS

D. RECOMMENDED ELECTIVES

COMPUTER LAB & NUMERICAL METHODS

MATERIALS SCIENCE

SCIENCE OF PLASTICS

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

ELECTIVESFLUS LLECTI/tS FROMAPPROVED LIST

TABLE 5

6 7
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ON.14

passed the examination before he can get credit for the.Diplomarbeit.

46i1
The examination covers both options

ol(anmithe elective courses, and

the three projects and the thesis are evaluated as part of the

exam, His thesis work is carried out in one of the options.

Since the projects and the thesis are quite time consuming,

it is unlikely that the student will finish in four years. The

more frequent y encountered norm is six years.

When e student leaves the un rs4, he is a licensed pro-

fessional engineer, for his Diplom is his professional engineering

tificate.
4

C. Research in Manufacturing Engineering
41a

Research at the university cannot be considered withol4t

observing the research picture in Germany as a whole. Thexe

exists a high degree of interdependence between university, in-

dustry, and federal government regarding research effotts. As we

expand into this subject, it might be of interest to start out by

indicating briefly the agencies involved in research besides the

universities, regardless of the research thrdst.

1. Research Organizations

Max Planck Gesellschaft (MPG), (6] - The 52 institutes of

the Max Planck Society .restrict their efforts to basid research.

They specialize in tasks which have to be carried out outside a

university, and which are preferably concentrated in one location.

Nevertheless, close ties exist betwe0 the SociAy and university

research, as evidenced by frequent shifts in personnel in both
1PP

directions, and cooperative research endeavors. Due o its

-61-
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achijoments, it enjoys an excellent worldwide reputation. For

- example, one of the recipients of the 1973 Nobel-Prize in Medicine

is a member of the Max Plancjc Institute of Behavioral Physiology.

Federal and-State goyernments provide about 90% .of the budget

of the Society, the balance coming from industry and resear9h

contracts.

Praunhofer Gesejlschaft (FhG), [6] - Th's Society serves as

agency administering ammlied research.. Th s it can be considered .

f\
'to be the applied counterpart to the MPG, -and fills the ijap be

tween MPt and industrial research. Its 30 institutes and research.

'11

groups carry out research contracts from industry and go4ernment

in addition to their own projects.

Funding i ovided by the Federal GoverAment, state govern-,

I
ments, and the p ate `sector.

Cooperation 4ith universities is close, And a number of its.'

institutes are atteehed to university institutes. For example,

theme FhG Institute for Prodliction Methods and Automation is

attached to the Institute of Industrial Engineering, University

of Stuttgart.

One of the institutes of the' FhG deseryinTepecial aention
4

r
I

is the Institute for. Technology and Innovition Research,

ISI, which was founded in 1972 [7]: It concerns itself with

1'. technology assessment by dynamic simulation, 2. innovation.

research analyzing the mechanisms of technological progress, as

conducted by MIT, HarVard, Stanford Research Institute, A. D.
. .

Little, etc., in the U.S., for example, and3. technology transfer
,_- ,
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imed at developing certain goods 'and services, as promoted by

the ExpeV.mental R&D Incentives Program of NSF in the U.S`", for.

example.`

Arbe.ttsgemeinschaft Industrielier Forschungsvereihigungen

CAIF)0) - The consortium of Industrial Research Associations

coordihates the research efforts of 35 or so member associations

representing industry, whose research interests arelstrictly of an

. applied nature. Research contracts are awarded to research insti-

..,,

tidies "thosethose of the FhG and the universities. Associations
1. .

pAFticulaily important to university instifttes conducting restich
/- ( 4 .,

4in the a;.eaof metal cutting4 machine tools and control of machine
.

,

tools are%).Germen Machine Tool Euilders Association (VDW) and

the Research Association for-Program Languages of Manufacturing

Systems.

Funding is provided by industry, of course, with additional

moneys supplied by the)Ministry of Economi

Deutsche Torschungs-und. Versuchsawst .4r Luft-und Raumfahrt

( DFVLR), (9] The Federal Government sponso a number of major

high-expenditure research projects, which are generally carried out

by the MPG, universities and industry. These include the nuclear

research program, ata processing program, and the aerospace
#

program. The later is of interest, since it is the only program

with its own research organiiation, the 9TVLR, the German equivalent

to NASA. This organization consists of 40 research institiltes

which are funded by Federal Government, state governments, and

Efiird parties: The DFVLR concentrates on t chn logical R&D, while

NFL



the MPG and

cooperation

2. Agencies

?uncle

univ= ities conduct basic aerosp-ace research.' The

tween all of thtse groups is, of course, quite clo e.

firoj'ding,Research Funding

isterium',Nr Forschung and Tochnologie (BMFT) -

Basically, research is fund6d by.Federal and state governments,

industry, or both. The most prominent source, is the Federal

Ministry of. Research and Technology. Although a number of Federal

ministries is involved in providing research funding., .such as the

ministries for. finance, economics, defense, and transportation,

the overwhelming amount of research. money is appropriated by the

BMFT. Formerly all matters regarding research and technology were

administered by the Federal Ministry of Education and Science.

Recentry

tablished

he BMFT spun off from Education and Science, and es-
.

itself.as4 independent ministry, so that Education and

Science as well as Research and Technology are now both represented

at the cabinet level, each by its own secretary. The BMFT estab-
,

lishes res6b.rch priorities and needs, and dispenses funds accord-

ingly. Recipients are research agencies whose Projects are funded

directly due do their substantial financial involvement or mission,

such as MPG, FhG, DFVVE, and universities..
o

Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), [10] - The most.impor-

tant agency supporting the research effort at universities,is the

German Research Association, the German counterpart to the NSF))

This 50 year old organization supports research in all disciplines,

'especially basic research, basic research oriented towards appli-
::

cation, but also applied research. It apparently is not involved
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with major research efforts which are carried by the BMFT

directly. DFG moneys are supplied by the Federal and state

governments in about equal proportions, as well as industrial

foundations and others. In"1971, about,95% of the DFG D--Marks

came from the goveinments The budget has increased from about

100 Million DM in 1962 td-about 380 Million DM in 19,71r and needs

of 876 Million DM .have been projected for 1974.

Moneys are appropriated in three general categories:

a) for individual research projects based on their merit

Without consideration of current research trends and

priorities (Normal ahren) ;

b) for projects whose.objectives are in tune withre-

search programs encouraged by D

c) for special research areas (So

the qualifications for w ich c

bili

me0y c

powe

spec

werpunktverfahren);

d rforschungslisreiche),

b
nsist of research capa-

Les of an interdisciplinary character established

ordination and consolidatioof scientific man-
.

and university facilities,. enabling Work on

1 ptojects of considerable magnitude and cost.

Industrial Foundatio1s - In relatively recent years, Indus-

trial foundations have begun to shoulder
.

some of the burden of

financing research [6]. The foundation mentioned most frequently

in conne Lion with research in' the area of Manufacturing is the

Nrolkswag n Foundation (Stiftung Vokswagenwerk) . Although the in-

volvement\of the'fordations is modest atcompared to that of the

governments, their participation in the research efforts of Germany

has been widely welcomed by research institutions'

72
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3. Research at the Manufacturing Institut

Currently, manufacturing-oriented institutes exist at ten

German universities. Within the field of manufacturing engi-

neering, strong emphasis is placed upon. metal cutting, machine

tools, and machine tool controls. All four universities visited

. were heavily engaged in these activities. This fact has historic

roots in the establishment of a chair for machine tools and in-

dustrial engineering at the forerunner of the TU Berlin shortly

after the turn of this century, as the first chair of its kind [ill.

This precedent helped to launch manufacturing engineering as one
"4

of the most important mechanical engineering activities in

Germany. The research effort in the area of manufacturing can

best be ill4trated by the number of assistants at the institutes,

since the assistants generally are involved in research. One fre-

quently finds upward of 20 assistants in these institutes (See,

Fig. 1), with as many as 100-at the Laboratorium fur Werkzeug-

maschinen and Betriebelehre, Technical University of Aachen. To

manufacturin engineering circles in Germany, this emphasis is

natural in light of the fact that 10 percent of industry.is

directly involved in machine tool building, and 90 percent-of the

remaining industrids)are involved in manufacturing in one form or

another.

Since 1937, the majority 'f the' manufacturing institute

directors belongs to the Hochschulgruppe Fertigungstechnik (HGF),

the University Committee for Manufacturing Engineering. The aim

of,the HGF is to coordinate research in the area of manufacturing

engineering and machine tools among the universities to promote

7 3
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scierftific work by mutual information, and to cooperate with

Federal and State institutions and industry in the planning and

execution of research projects.. Further coordination of research

efforts across national boundaries is attempted by C.I.R.P. Thus,

by dividing up the'research effort among the universities, compe-

tition for funding is substantially reduced and duplication in

research minimized. Nevertheless,.overlap in the

sized field of CAD-CAM (computer aided design and

manufacturing) is-present, as each of a number of

different systems to accomplish similar goals.

Interestingly enoughjthere is no recogniied

heavily empha-

computer aided

schools work on

quality gradient

among universities, as they appear to consider each other as

equals. This attitude facilitates the kind of cooperation just

described. The closeirupling of university and industry in re-.

search incorporates certain features which are worth pointing,out.

First of all, there appear to be few, if any, indutrial manufac-

turing research labs in Germany, since industry relies on universi-

ties for much of its research needs. This has provided universities

with technology leads over industry in certain areas, especially in

CAD/CAM. The universities appreciate their position, and are

anxious to maintain'it by continued good cooperationsith industry.

The funding provided by industry may involve government moneys (up

to 50 percent) if the work qualifies for national need status.

Additional sources for funds may be the AIF, VDW, and foundations%

The manufacturing research effort is not solely dependent

upon projects provided by industry, however. Independent research

is also evident, with financial support from DFG and foundations.

Generally, doctoral research is found in this category.

-67,
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Industrial associations may also find it 1enefic41 to

establish research institutes at universities. These institutes,

although staffed and funded by the associations, b'ecome firmly

attached to an academic in.$titute with similar orientation, and

are administered by the director of the. academic institute. The

institutes generally share common facilities, and the industrial

institute participates in academic activitieS.such as offering

courses and university-related research. It is interesting to

note, that the industrial institut.e is referred to as an institute

at, while the academic institute is an institute of the university.

An example of such an institute is the Research Station fo;,Drop

,,Forging (Forschungstelle Geeenkechmieden - FGS) established by

the German Drop Forging'Association (Verband Deutscher Gesenksch7

mieden) at the Technical Uraversity Hannover [12] . The FGS is
le

funded 50 percent by the Drop Forging Association and 50 percent

by DGF and AIF.

overhead - Due to the independence of the university institute,

the financial and administrative aspects of research are quite

simple. The university needs no research office. The professor
°

is his own research director, and is in Sole charge of obtaining
4

and administering research. Overhead costs can thus be kept quite

low, since they have to support the institute only. It appears
0;

that no overhead charges may be attached to government research

funds, and the institute may thus have to go back for additional

money in case of cost overruns. 'Nominal overhead charges are

included in industrial research contracts, however, so that the
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.institute budget remains in the black. It is also accepted

practice for the professor to pocket a small percentage of the

contract funds for h9 own personaLunrestricted use.

Computer Use - besi institutes visited had access to excellent'

computer facii,ities, which usually had at their hearts Univac and

CDC machines. Liberal use appears to be made of this capability

in the research effort. In addition to CAD/CAM applications;' data

are frequently ,reduced and plotted directly by computer as they

are generated in.the laboratories.

D. Concluding Remarks J

It may be of interest to indicate some of the attitudes

towardethe system as they came to our attention; while in Germany.

There,)ppears to be general satisfaction in industrial circles
6%

with the existing research arrangements.' Industry also appears

to be satisfied with the quality of the engineers coming from the

universities. And yet, one professor visited at, the Technical

University of Hannover wondered if the engineers graduated from

the universities were, getting enough of a theoretical background

to tackle the engineerlg problems of-tomorrow. A survey of the

German machine tool indu.stry in 1972 by the VDW [13], seems to

underscore this concer . For example, 100 percent of the companies

polled felt ttlat cont nuing education was nedessary.for their

engineers and,adminis rators. Ninety percent gave top prioritylto

the study of new fundam ntalst The topics receiving highest per-

centages were Design (me anics, dynamics, theology; theory of

metal removal) with 86 percent and production control, programming
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Cf N/C machinn with 83 percent: No need' was seen to brush up on

mathematics, however, since this topic received only 14 percent.

The number of semester hours set aside for mathematics in the.M.E.

curriculum Of the University of Stuttgt .(See Table i) seems to

bear out tie satisfactory math background.

The structure of the German university has also come Under

attack, especially the strong institute director. It is not sur-

prising that delegations of German educators have returned from

visits to U.S. campuses fully convinced that the American system

is the one that should 8e adopted by Germany. Presently, niversity

reform are under waylin Germany, but their thrust appears to be

1 yet unclear, at least to the uninvolved observer. There is fear lc

4--

on the part of the professors, that the Institut will be eliminated.

And yet, the Institutia for Machine Tools and Manufacturing of the

Techical University of Berlin, for example, emerged from reforms

"-,'vir'tually intact. What has taken place there is modification

instead of elimination.. The institute has gained an additional

professor and an assistant professor, but its administration re-
+.

mains in the hands of its director, the Ordinarius.

7 7
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FROM: C. H. Kahng
G L. Sbofie/d

. (

SUBJECT :' Trip Report
c'University Visits in Japan and Korea

The folloWing report is divided into thiee main parts. The

first part develops general information on engineering education.

in Japan which is typical for most universities. The second part

is really a series of individual reports on specific v±sits in

/ Japan. The third part contains information on Korea.

I. engineering Education in Japan

Second&ty education is similar to that in the United States.
1 k,

To enter colt e a student must pass an entrance examination.

This examinat is unique for each institution and is, difficult.

Students o en take the exam several times before passing. En-

gineering students often act as tutors for the entrance exam.

The exams are given on different dates to allow a student to

seek 1.trance at second and third choice universities. Entrance

exams are also used at the advanced level. Engineering students

have a general studies program, during the first year and study

in the Faculty of Engineering thereafter. The Faculty of Engi-

neering is headed by a dean and is divided into departments.

Each department has several chairs, usually. about 6-8.

Each chair includes a full professor, an.associate professor

or assistant professor, lecturers, and technical support staff.

Programs are quite basic but all students do a research the4s,

during their senior year. Attritionis very low. It is not

possible to transfer between universities in/japan. Very few

non-Japanses students attTld.the universities and usually are not

eligible for a degree. The semester system.is common. Study

at, the graduate' level. is quite common. Plnancial aid for graduate

study is availabi) to less than half of all M.S. students ($60mo)

and. to nearly all difiCtoral students ($120/mo). The financial

-72-
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aid is frequently in th m of a loan to be repaid after

graduation. Financial aid omes from government and industrial'

- sources. Research support comes as a budget from the government

to each chair ($15,000 - $2000 typical) and additional support

comes from oigahizations representing a consortium of industries.

The doctoral programs are primarily research oriented and as a

. result it is possible foreman industrial researcher to achieve

a doctorate with little ox no formal university activity.

Research areas are carefu4y'divided up to/avoid duplication.

10
Research emphals is on long, term objectiveiV'The idea of

research by reason of a formal proposal was very uncommon.

'Industrial experience for faculty and/or student is the exception

rather than the rule. Direct industrial interaction is not

common although equipment 'grants are evident.

Individual Institutions - Japan

1. University of Tokyo
Monday, October 22, 1973

a. Prof,. Dr. Sogo OkamirS
Dean, 'Faculty of Engineering
(elected every two years)

General information about Tokyo University.

b. Prof. Dr. Toshio Sata
Department of Precision Machinery Engineering

Tour of metrology (air conditioned) and adaptive

control of machine tools laboratories.

c. Prof. Dr. Nario Takenaka p

Department of Mechanical Engineering for Production

Lab visits included adaptive control by force

measurement and surface grinding. Associates

were conducting soil mechanics (Dr. Atamura)

and powder metallurgy (Dr. Nagao) research.

80
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Almost all faculty have the Ph.D. and are graduates

ofTokyo university. Some faculty have industrial.

experience but it is uncommon. 150 chairs; 1,200

undergraduates 0 engineering; 20 departments;

80 -N0%,of curriculum fixed; average student

load - 17 credits/semester; no paid student

assistants, graduate teaching assistants, or

research assistants; about 1/3 of B.S. graduates

study at M.4 level (two more yeais); 1/2 of

M.S. graduates study at Ph.D. level (three more

years).

2. Keio University
Tuesday, October 23, 1973

a. Prof. Dr. Takeyoshi Mori
Dean, Faculty of Engineering ,.

General information on Keio (Professors Ando,

Yonetsu, and Inazaki).

b. Prof. Dr. Sakae Yonetsu
e

Visited lab projects in precision feed

mechanisms, surface roughness (EDM), and

centerless grinding.

c. Prof. Mr. Ichiro Inazaki

Hydrostatic bearing research. -

d. Prof. Hasui

Plasma and friction welding research;

e. Prof. Sato

Visited a special video assisted lab in

mechanical drawing.

Visited other laboratories, classrooms, and the

library. Keio is 1a high quality institution

whose private st us leads to larger classes, less

obvious attention to the "chair" syst m and a

8 1 .
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general atmosphere more like a university ini

. the United States. A greater variety of research

was evident, including some duplication. with .

national universities. Engineering enrollment

3,500. All faculty have Ph.D., most faculty

graduated .from Keio University. 30% of students

earning B.S. go on to graduate study. ,,About .

100 00,000 yenlriesearch per year - over 50% from

stry.

3. Tokyo Institute of Technology
Wednesday, October 24, 1973

a. Prof. Dr. Eiji Usui
Mechanical Physics Department

lited laboratory supporting basi..C\research

on chip formation.

-Dr.,usui condlicted us on a tour of the precision

machinery and electronids laboratory,where-
...

researA was being conducted on screw threads'

and precision, gear manufacturing. we also"

visited thy machine tools laboratory, of Dr.

Ito and:Dr. MatsUko.

Our visit was concluded by a conference attended

.by Dr. Eiji Usui (meclianical Physics), Dr. Masanui

Masuko (ProduCtion and Machines Dr. yoshiro

-,Anno (Precision Gear Manufacturing), Associate

Professor Yoshimi-Ito (Machine Tools), Associate

Professor Jiro Ot-sailka (Precision Lead Screws'and

Grinding), and AsSociate Professor Jiro Ishikawa '4

(Precision Gears). The general atmosphere V. -

TokyoInstitUte of Technology was that of a research;

institute rather than a university: From 30to 50%

go on to graduate study at the M.S. level with about
y

S
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25% of the M.S. gra uates going on to Ph.D.

They do accept some tr nsfer students and allow

student in' upper half of class to enter M.S.

program without examination. Number of graduate

students fixed by quota. Some industrial experience

for student counts for laboratory credit. Research

is applications oriented. Research support is

from government.

4. The Institute'of Vocational Training
Thursday, October 25, 1973

a. Dr. Takesi Sugeno
Pres/dent-of the Institute
(Formerly Dean of the Faculty of ring"
at Tokyo Univdrsity)

N..

4

. I

Dr. Sugeno expressed the need for engineering

education in Japan to be 'more applications.

oriented in reaponse to industrial needs.

b. Prof. Naoharu Kinoshita

Conducted us, on a gener4a1.,tour of facilities

. at the .new campus, including classrooms;.

laboratoriesi.and libl'ary. We visited

Professof Kinoshita's lab f esearch -in

Wood woaing p cesOes.
f'

c.
f
Prof.'Noboru Shi azaki

.Tourea new.laborat or material removal,
4

incluing N/C tnachiriing, metal forming, foundry,
. .

etc. We observed a numter of special pr jects

compleped by students. ''. '.

Mr. Tos io Ishikiwa, Chief
Interne 'oral Co eration Diyision

',Told us about th fission of hieaivisi in

extending vocational studies, through, the °

training of teacherst to underdeveloped countries.

a
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This Institute is.under the Ministry of Labor

rather tHan the Ministry of Education. Their

missiob is to train teachers in the vocational

area for teaching in schools and industry. The

0 new campusshas outstipding facilities and equipment

(30 million dollars). Industrial interaction is
7

strong. This is not an engineering college and

does pot emphasize research.

S. Nippon Steel Company
Friday, October 25, 1973

a. Mr. Hideshi Sato
General Manager
Technical Information Office
Technical Development Department
R & D Bureau'
Nippon Steel Corporation

Mr. Sato acted as host and interpreter.

b. Mr. Katsui
Nit etsu Kenzai Company

Wrote a paper on engineering education in Japan.

c. Prof. .Shojiro Nomura
Sophia University

d:. Dr. M. Tomota
Formei Prebideht Yokokawa'Electric Company

e. Mr. T.,Fukuyama
Executive ecretary
Japan city for Engineering Education.

The discussion indicated no deep dissatisfaction

with engineering education in Japan. The feeling

was that a mare applied education, rather than the

current very basic type, would be better for smaller

industry. The B.S. engineer. usually goes to work

as a blue collar worker at ab- t. 00 per month.

Co-op pidgrams or sandwich pro would be

welcomed by industry. More interaction would be
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beneficlial from industrial poin of view.' Lifetime

empl9lent is a Wtor in providing time for on-

the-j9b training.

6. Kyoto University
Monday, October 29, 1973

a. Prof. Dr. Keiji Okushima and Asst. Prof.
Tetsutaro Hoshi

47'

The above'faculty colluCted our visit and tour of,

the research laboratories for precision machine

tool research and trinding research. The precision'

machine tool work was related to thermal sources of

stress and the grinding re earch involved a system

of vibration to achieve imIroved surface finish.

Much student unrest has been evident at Kyoto. A

major concern of the students seemed to be too

great interaction between the University and. industry,

paiticula5.1y the chetnical industry. They were also

opposed o rising military strength in Japan. About

40% of the M.S. students werd receiving modest

financial support. Students not in a hurry due to

lifetime 'employment. The undergraduate program

contains a controversial program of electives.

Continuing Education was stopped by internal

political force. Research areas are of interest

to industry, but do not compete with industrial

research. University gets out whrl industry steps

in. Government research money provided to each

chair and supports facilities and eqUipment only.,

I
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7. Osaka University
Tuesday, October 30, 1973

a. Prof. Dr. Hideo T9uwa apipleAssoc: Prof.
Yoshihara Namba'

d4partments of Mechanical Engineering:, Precision
4

Engineering, and Production Engineering sere

related to our visit. The Faculty of Engineerili§.--,

(700 ,staff) is divided into 17 departments. A
4

total of 3,000 undergraduate, 500 M.S., and 50

students are enrolled. Students pay tuition-

before taking entrance exam. Very few transfer

It 'students and only at graduate level. Plant visits

are typical as in other universities. Typical

teaching load for full professor is 4 hourS of
. .

lecture per week. One exam is given eac1 term.
..

Salary levels Were about $12, 000 per year-(12. mo.),.

for professors, $8;000 for associate professors.
..- Faculty very active in,professional society activities.

1
, 4*- 0

..., Researchers tend to work alone and set their own
0 14M

A I .,* -dcrection. 40'
ft

III. Technical Education and Research In Korea

1. ,Korean Institute of' Science and Teqpnology
Thursday, Noimberkl, r973

a. Dr. Ryung Talk Chang, Head
Metalworking Laboratory -*

Toured new, outstanding. laboratories established

with U.S. Government support and assisted by

Battelle Memorial Inseitute.4Pricl,e and good

housekeeping were evident. Technology transfer

to emerging industries is the mission. Some success,

particularly in electropics, was evident. The

Institute operates' With 40 laboratories and 672
0 /
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staff. Graduate engineering education is provided

by a unit associated with KIST. The researchers

hold the Ph.D. degree and unlike Japan it was

-.common for staff to have industrial experience as

well as some education in such places as the United

, 'States or'Germany.

2. Minister of Science and Technology
Republic of Korea

a. Dr. Hyang Sup Choi .

Minister of Science and Technology

Dr. Choi discussed the thoughts of hisr9f5fice on

the development o'f indus tty and education in a

developing country. Industrial development is to

focus on such things as electronics, shipbuilding,

and chemical plants because of the ability to be
eid" 4

competitive in world markets. He talked about

problems 'of pollution, etc. The educational,

program must develovnyocational skills as well as

engineering at an appropriate level. Dr. Choi was

iz+ charge of KIST and feels" that it is

doing ah excel t jo of interacting. with industoy

in research.

N. Conclusion

This report does not attempt to giye data or expanded descriptions

of the,institutions we visited. We did .collect catalogs, descriptive
. A

liteiiture, as well as technical paperA from most of our vis4s.

These resource materials are filed4by institution and the

available for those interested.
0

The overall impression of Japan 'ana" ,,area is not*the subject

of this report; however, these impress ns. have teen collected,

along with photographs. Either of us would be happy,to share this
.

additional background information.

8 7
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TOTAL NUMER OF UNIVERSIT1ES-AND JUNIOR COLLEGES IN JAPAN

(APRIL 1971)

.. ,

OFFERING .

JUNIOR

COLLEGES
TOTAL

UNIVERSITIES

COL GES GRADUATE

SCHOOL

EVENING

COURSE

JUNIOR

1
COLLECE

DIVISION

ADVANCED

COURSE*

SPECIAL

COURSE

NATIONAL
.

PUBLIC

PRItE.

.

'74 (2)

37 (6)

235 (67Y

50

18

81 .

9

l 5

43

V

21

2

49

f

52

.

.

4

23

11

--

14 ./.

24

39

350

93

76.

58i

TOTAL

.

346.(75) 149 57 72 79'

4.

25 413 759
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.(1969)

G BR LIMN
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(1968)
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NO. OF STUDENTS (UNDERGRADUATE VS GRADUATE)
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6,308,000
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180,000
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FEATURES OF THE JAPANESE. UNIVERSITY

ils SEMESTER SYSTEM'

ENTRANCE EXAM PERIOD: MARCH ARV_

SUMMER SEMESTER: APRIL SEPTEMBER

WINTER SEMESTER:. OCTOBER MARCH

ALL UNIVERSITIES FIX THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS TO BE ADMITTED

EACH YEAR, 4140 STUDENTS/DEPARTMENT)

a

THE' UNIVERSITIES PREPARE AND CONDUCT THEIR OWN ENTRANCE

EXAMINATIONS4

THROUGH THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION SYSTEM THE UNIVERSITIES CAM

SELECT STUDENTS WITH QUALIFICATIONS MATCHINr THE INSTITION.

5. NO INTERUNIVERSITY TRANSFERS POSSIBLE.

6, VERY SMALL DROPOUT/FAILURE RATE. 4

I

lb

7. THESIS IS REQUIRED BEFORE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IS GRANTED. ,-

8. MOST COMPANIES REQUIRE' ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS BEFORE HIRING

PERSONNEL.

93
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FUNCTION OF CHAIR IN JAPANESE UNIVERSITIES

I- FULL PROFESSOR (DR.)

4 HR,LECTURE/WEEK

RESTIMARCH

SALARY $15,000/12 MONTHS

1 - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR (DR.)

4 HR LECTURE/WEEK

REST RESEARCH

SALARY $8,000/12 MONTHS

SNERAL LECTURER'S (DR.)

. PART TIME OR FULL TIME

MAINLY TEAGRLPT

SEVERAL ASSISTANTS (B.S., MIS., DR.)

NO LECTURE

LAB 8 HR/WEEK.

RESEARCH THESIS SUPERVISION

SALARY $6,,000/12 MONTHS .

STUDENTS: DR.E CApIDATES

M.S. - CANDIDATES

BvS. - CANDIDATES (SENIOR)
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DEPARTMENT 'OF PRECISION MACHINERY ENGINEERING

THE UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
09

CHAIRS:

1. MECHANICS FOR PRECISION MACHINERY

(PROFESSOR DR. MIYAMOTO)

2, ELEMENTS OF PRECISION'MACHINERY

(PROFESSOR DR. JIMBO?

3, ENGINEERING DIMENSIONAL METROLOGY

(PROFESSOR DR. UYEMURA)

4, InaliC BEHAVIOR OF PRECISION MACHINERY

(PROFESSOR DR. FUNAKUB0)*

5, MATERIAL .PROCESSING IN,PRECISION ENGINEERING

(PROFESSOR DR. SATA)

6. PRODUEEROF PRECISION MACHINERY

(PROFESSOR DR. KINOS4ITA)

7. MATERIAL FOR PRECISION MACHINERY

(PROFESSOR DR. MIYAMOTO)

* CHAIRMAN OF THE DEPARTMENT



1

2

3 6/ 5/73

4 6/19/73

5 7/ 3/73

6 9/11/73

7 9/25/73

8 11/12/73

9 11/19/73

DATE

5/ 8/73

5/22/73

10 11/16/73

11 12/ 3/73

12 1/21/74

.M1

e.

EXCURSION PLAN
%

PRECISION MACHINERY ENGItiEERING DEPARTMENT

PLANT

NIPPON SEIKO
1

FUJITSU'- ELECTRIC

CITIZEN WATCH

NIPPON STEEL PIP&

INSTRUMENT LABORATORY

NIPPON - OPTICS

NISSAN AUTOMOBILE CO.

YAMATAKE HONEYWELL

NHK - LABORATORY

TOSHIBA ELECT, CO.

OBAN PRINTOG.CO.

.GOVERNMENTAL MECHANICAL

RESEARCH LABORATORY
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PRODUCT

BEARING

N /Q' SYSTEM

WATCH

STEEL PIPE, WELDING'

PRECISION MEASUREMENT

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

.

C

PRESS WORKING ASSEMBLY LIN

AUTOMATIC CONTROL

VIDEO7AUDIO'FACILITIES

f-N

PRECISION MACHINING

PRINTING MACHINE

MACHINE TOOLS

METAL CUTTING



.

INTERACTJON BETWEEN UNIVERSITIES AND INDUSTRY
P.

11 :PLANt AND INDUSTRIAL TOURS ARE ARRANGED FOR STUDENTS:

2. SUMMER EMPLOYMENT is FREELY OFPERED TO STUDENTS BY INDUSTRY..
1

3. EXCHANGE or LECTURERS BETWEEN UNIVERSITY AND IPUSTRY.

RESEARCH SPONSORED BY INDUSTRY..

ENGINEERS FROM INDUSTRY AUDIT NEW COURSES'.

PROFESSORS ARE .ALWAYS 115ADY TO ASSIST THEIR FORMER°STUDENTS.

THROUGH THE ACTIVITHSAF ,ACADEMIC SOCIETIES OR PERSONALLY,

UNIVERSITIES AND INDUSTRY WORK,TOGETHERIN FURTHERING RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT,

8. PROFESSORS ARE VERYTONCERNED ABOUT FI9DIN6 EMPLOYMENT FOR

THEIR STUDENTS (LIFE EMPLOYMENT).

-9. INDUSTRY PARTICIPATES IN A NATIONAL LONG-RANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM.'

97
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OR`

-t 4

SOURCES - RESEARCHMOkY.

1. GOYERNMNT
.

$15,04/YEAR FOR ONE CHAIR
% ONLY FACILITIES S, ..

SALARIES EXCLUDED ..

6 .
t.

\
.

. .

2. 'ACADEMIC SOCIETY +
.

GOVERNMPT + INDUSTRIES

RESEARCH PROECT.COMMITTEE SELECTS INSTITUTION

'EXAMPLE: AUTOMATIC MAINTENAMq OF MACHINE TOOLS

$100',609/YEAR

10 UNIVERSITIES 4

3. INDUSTRY

'NOT DIRECT

THROUGH ORGANIZATION

PROFESSOR TOgNAKA; TOKY6,0NIVERSITY $30,000/YEAR

ENTRUST RESEARCH FROM INDUSTRY

PERSONAL AND FACILITIES' COME FROM INDUSTRY

O
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,o PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM HELD IN D'EARBORN
December 12, 1973

.44 . . .

A symposium intended to advertiie as .well as discuss the
s proposed internship program wae held on December 12, 1973 (see
enclosed program). 'A large number of brochure-type invitations
were sent to Miohlgan-and 'other Midwest industries. Although the
response was light, the symposium was a success, since 'a relatively
small attendance had the advantage of promoting free and construc-
tive discyssion.,

The' subjects presented by the speakers were as follows:
.

kobert Colton descgibed th structure behind the NSF Experi-
mental R&D Incentives Program The ERD20 (Experimental R&D
Incentives Office) was shown be divided into the Public Sector
Office, .the 'Experimental Design 01)11 Evaluation Staff Office, and,

. -the Private .Sector Office.
t

/ The objectives of the tRDIO axe to stimulate increased non-.
Federal investment in R4b.and to improve the climate for techno-
logical innovation.- Technofogical Innovation is defined as "the
first use of science and'technology in a new way in the U.S,
economy with commercial success."

,other significant points dealing with ERDIO policies and
procedures are: Federal InCentive for Technological Innovation
are broken do4iy,into Government,markets for technblogical.innOva-
tion (procedures for non-civilian and government needs) on one.

. hand, 4nd Government stimulation of factor6 causing technological
innovation in .the private sector sp the other. The Private Sector
prograM elementsareindiceted to be Synthesis of technological
innovation factors, co-op reseairch. incentives, development Ofthuman
resoelrces, financial incentives, market incentives, and regulatory
related incentives. The objective of the Private Sector Office'is
to identify and test incentives that, stimulatetfie factors effecting
technological innovation:

Examples of possible GOvernment incentiyes are classified as
direct (government market, government contracts, governmen'tsulosi-
dies) and Indirect (low interest loans, loan guarantees and insur-
ance,, tax:deductions, te.).

A

Development of hums resourcesghas as 'aim an increase in
quabtity and quality of` technological entrePieneurs and-innovators
from the univertities, and an increase in the utilization or
commercialization of university, business, and community held
technology. Outp4t variables include the number .of students be-
coming entrepreneur's or innovators and their success, and .the number
of ideas, new products', processes, patents and inventions resulting
from this effort.

102
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Experiment development for evaluation,and testing of
incentives involves these steps:

. Background studips - evaluate incentive

. . Co\nceptual design of exNpriment to test incentive

. 'Exploratory experiment to test incentive in a 1jmi.ted ,
role

. Full experiment to'test incentive by developing quanti-
tative data to evaluate effectiveness nd suitability
.of incentives'

.

. ReRommendations to administration' regarding relative
sUIXability, of various incentives

Dr., M. Eugene Merchant's presentation dealt with the topic
"The Status Milo is. not the way to go', this is not where the action
is". Major factors controlling human and technological/activity'
'developed from authoritarianism in.the past to tested thought at
present, but. will .r9quire pativ4 innovation in the future, he ,

,stated. "The effects.of dx ative innovation on technological
prd4ress are'tte breaking f barriers between disciplines, accel-
ertion through systems si ulation, andthe replacement of conVen-
tional disciplines by dispiplinary engineering' domains such
as manufacturing engineeri

The computer integrated manufacturing system (CIMS) wascited.
as being capable.of providing a breakthrough in the qdest for cost .

saving and increased productivity. in the future. Its, importance
was underlined by the fact that 30 percent of the GNP is affected
by manufacturing. Since such Wstens are very costly, their impIe-N,
mentati.on proyides a major challenge for university-industry
interaction.. Imfact, broad cooperation is needed on a national
scale.

A forecast into the future of manufacturing conducted by CIRP,
provided the 'following outlook:

4

..By1980, a cdmputer so tware system for full automation
And optimization is expected to be in existence.

By 1985, full on-line automation' and optimization of
'complete manufacturing plants controlled by a central
computer will be a reality.

By 1990, more than 50 percent of the machine tools
,produced will not have a "stand-alone" use, but wil?l
instead be pArt of a versatile manufacturing system, .

featuring automatic part handlingbetWeen stations,
and being controlled. from a central prOcess.computbr:

1 J3
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Major cooperative ventures are already erway. in Europe.
And Japan, where'universities and induspky have been joined.by
their, respective govtrnments in. efforts to implement CIMS.

The steps towards achieving these goals were outlined to be

. Integrated manufacturing software systems

. Group technology or cellular manufacture

. ComputerizedN/C and Ditect N/C

. Multi-stationominufacturing systemS

. The computer-integrated "automatic factory,

The k inds ofi interaction believed necessary are

. Cooperation betwee university-and industry in
imanufiao ng R&D' c ordinated on a nationat,scale

. Universities 'are to provide means of coNpiing
Competitive industries without violating anti-.
trust laws .

. Strengthened manufacturing. engineering educatOn

a . Assistance from government, technical societies,
fot coordination of guidance and funding

t

Vnilielriity-Industry interaction in Germany was reviewed by
K. J. Weinmann.' 'A complete report of the findingeis presented in
Apperi4g. 6 l..tre..0 5

.
. .

.

Uriiversitp-Industry interaction'in Japan was reviewed by
C. H. Kahng. A complete reportfof the findings is presented in

. .PettPerldi,-9. 'Cl4/4.4 s'
,

J. C. Gergeen's description of the Internship Program'appears
in Appenftx-A. &44.1644,2, . ,....0

The luncheon speaker, R. William Taylor, stressed the need
for closer university-industry ties, and,praised the internship
program proposed by Michigan,Tech as being capab.e of strengthening
cooperation.

The panel discussion was intended to bring .out the pros and
cons of the proposed program. t.turned but, however, that no
adverse criticisms of the program were raised. Due to the small
size of the crowd, a very lively and frank discussion took place,
during which a number of points were brought up, mostly dealing
with implementation of" the program. A significant' pare of the
time was spent in stressing the importance of salesmanship in
trying .to convince the industrial and the aca unities. of
the value of this program.- Michigan Tech d w praise from industry
for trying to remove-the blockage to 'a mea ngful,.productive ex-
change of ideas between university and ind stry: IN

4
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T'owards the end of the program,the questionnaire shown On
the next page was' filled out by 10 of the participants. From the
response; .it'is cleak thatthe Internship Program has met with-
substantial pcisitive interest.
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1.

2.

4.

. f . o
.

-

.
4

o

. .
. Name .

Company or Affiliation
.

.
.. .

% itJESTIONNAI.RE -

*

Does
-
Your

.

company have a co -op programofor students?
c, i

9 of 10 yes
. .

^ .

Are bo-op
.
students better prepared for entry level jobs inIndustty?

.

Why?
r a 10 of 10 yes

.

.

8

. ' 4-,
Do you believe thatthe Idternship Program is a worthwhile project .

to undertake for a trial period? -.
.

10 of 10 yes
.

,- ,
.

, - 0/ .

Dp you believe that tie Program will bebOtei71-for the
Univerpity, the student, nd Industry, than t

, , _W , .4
.5 - be er. 1. - eaual '3 - c tain, .-/: /,

,

d e4

.-oJ
.f

Does your company ponsor resear , -cis at DOversities.? .

' i'04

-6 yesj - little or none C
_

6.
._ state

satisfactory?

.fe

11_01'9 'no

7., Do you .consider current regulhr full-time engineering education
satisfiesthe need for entry level performance in Industry?

6 - no, 3 - yes (qualified)'

4

8. 'Please indicate the components of engineering education you-feel need
tobe strengthened.

- Humanities and Social ices

- Basic Sciences (Chemistry and AhySics)
- Mathematics
- EngirObring Scie.nce (Statics, Dynamics, !Memo, etc.)
- Design Projects
- Lkboratory Projects
- Practical Experience

. Comments: VIP

0 of 9

1 of 9

1 of 9

6 of 9

5 of 9

6 o 9

9. Would you recommend that your companyparticipate in the Internship
Program described at this symposium?

7 - yes. 2 - uncertain- 1 upgrade co-op program

10. 'Would you- recommend that your company participate (at some expense)
in'a project other than the Idterdship Program to improve University-

,

Industry interaction? ,

- 7 - yes es 2 - brinq faculty to industry.
1 - faculty exchange

1,
1.06
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MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
HOUGHTON, MICHIGAN

* A SYMPOSIUM ON
.. STUDY TWIMPROVE UNIVERSITY-INDUSTRY INTERACTION,

IN MATERIALS PROCESSING
March 1, 1974 ( - i -. - '''

PROGRAM

8:00 -8:45'8:00-8:45' am Registration

8:45 am SESSION I 0-

. 8:45-9:00 am

9:00-9:15 am

9:15 -9 :45 am

9:4

Chairman:

I'

Gordon L, Scofield
Professor andHead
ME-EM Department
Michigan Technological University.'

Opening. remarks, Chairman 4---
O

2, Welcome- and -Remark& - President-raymondI..Smith

^'1
Michigan Technological
Unilrsfty

3. "The National Science FoundAtiOn R&D Incentives
,Program - Htiman Resources,for Technology
Peyelopmenr

For 1R.Nt Caton; 44e9-4041.e*Leemr Coteen,

J.C.Gerdeetet Project Director
Neaonal Seiepce Foundatibn

4. "Review of UniversitylIndustrial Interaction
in Germany"

Klaus J. .Weinmann
Assistant Professor
Michigan.TechnologicAl.University

10 : 15-10 : 30 am

.610: 3011: 00 am

r"
U:00-11:30 am

11:30711:50 am

*Coffee Break a

5. "Review of University-Industrial;Interaction\ ,
in' Japan"

Charles H. Kahng'
Associate Professor
Michigan Technological University

6. 0-Presentation on the Intmnship Program
James C. Gerdeen
ProfesSor
Michigan%Technological,University

. .

Discussion:
Questions and Comments on Morning Talks

a

107.
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--a 12:00 Noon '7. Luncheon -..- ,.....
.

Speaker -"UntversrtyLInduspiy.Inteaction
.

. in Engineering at Michigan Tech" .

rev J.A. K4h- James A..Kent .

. C.E. Work ,.Dean of Engineering- ,

Associate 3)ea."
Michigan Technological University

,..
.

lis

,

1:30 pm
\,

SESSIQN II
Chairman: Gordon L. Scofie;d . -..

. .

I

-

. .

;1.

iJ

1:30-2:30 pm' 8. Panel Diicussion of""Upiversity7InduitrIal
Interaction and Reactions to the Internship

41,Program - Pros a5d Cons"

Panel: itooleR9-Aff4e-r-e4m

Projcot Dirootor.

IF

4itrei-aftel--Ere-iettpeF.itt'rraleei-err

' Marvin F. DeVries.
kiChairman
SHE Education-Committee
University of Wiscon'sin-
Madison "-

Gerald T. Underwood
Manager of Persohnel and
Management Development

.4 Deere &

Richard 0. Lane
.Director of Marketing
Prank Bancroft, Co:

Harold Ruf
Vice President
Grede Foundries, Inc.
Milwaukee

A. A. Hendrickion
.Progpssor ("- 1

. Metallurgical.Engineertng
. Michigan Technological Uhiversity

2:30-3:30 pill 9. Discussion ,Group's

3:30-3:45 pm Coffee Break

1:45-4:15.pm 10: Rego sion,Gires.

.4:1524:30 pm f 1 Summation Of Symposium - What Now? ,

Gordon L. Scofield

-
a

2/12/74
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PROCEEDINGS OF TkE'SYMPOSIUM HELD ON THE CAMPUS.
OF M;CHIGAN TECHNOLOGIca:UNIVE TX ,

March I., 1974 .
.

.

a
'' '' 8 /. %

.

Both purpbse an format of this. symposium liere essentialy
e,same as those f the earborn Symposium, a the program shows.
ost 40 persons' at ende -the symposium/ with half of the partici--

pants oming.from industry. mhe.locations'of the companies
represe ted ranged from.the Uppertftninsgli. of Michigan.to Troy,
New York. I

Cr

- After welceming.remarks by Dr. R. Lo Smith, president ,of 4--
Michiggh Tech, Dr. Ggrdeen outlined the Experimental R&D Inceptives
Program'on.behatt.ofDr.'Colton,from NSF, who was unable 63 attend.
Drs.Weinmann and Kahng again reported on university- industry

v.

-. . .

interaction in GerMany and Jaipan..'Dr; Gerdeen's description.of .

the Inttrnship nogram concluded the0 .activities-of the morning.,
.

-1
DuEing'the Lunchebn, Dr, . C. E. Work, Associate Dean of Engi-

neering, presented an, informative aswell as entertaining account
Of the present status of.the interaction of Michigan 4chhological
University .with indtisery. , /

.,; .

r.

The afternoon session was operftd with the wanel
with each member,providing constructive input _to the
program. An open dtscxfssion involving all attendees
of the remarks made were the following;

,

4iscussi6h,
proposed
eneued. Some

,Mr.. R. 0.. Lame emphasized the need to sell the Internship
Program to,most companies ,on- an individual' basis. It is *portant
to make management see the need for what *Is program has to"offet.

44
LDr. deVries developed a discrepandy .Model to describe the\

current siatub of university-industry relations. criteria must be\
established to close the gap between#exfsting situation and desired
situations.

. . .e
Mr. G. Underwood emphaiized that since"the 'return on investment

depends to- a major percentage, on tooling cost, it isesential to
shift the excitement among atudents from. product design to pro-

. cessing techniques, i.e. manufactu4ng.He Is emphatic'ift his vies,'
that the proposed program is not .a co-op p gram:- Interchange' . .

between university and industry makes it uni u . information-flow
to the university is particularly important, e feels., He also
suggests that a change in nomenclature from Idaustrial Internship
Program to'TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE PROGRAM' y be appropriate, and may
be bettesuitea to help sell the pragr to indubtry.
r , ,, -1 A1

Proprietary aspects were raiseeby the audience as sensitive
point which needs to be considered. Underwood retorted at companies
generally have ldts f r in don-sensitive-areas.- These are

- 109,
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I

the types of projects-that have. never been "Ott
to lack 0ftime, yet there might be profit plums
The'de.projects would have the advantage of being
independent.

,

r

n around to" due
among them:
relatively time-

.

Dr. G. Dieter, Director of CMU's Processing'R search Instit
added 4hat concern about sensitivity of a project can be diffused
by building in appropriate safeguards. He cited proprietary Vork
the PRI is currently doing for Xerox Corporation as an example.

, .

H. Ruf of GredeFoundripes, speaking for e foundry
industry, stated that tffe industry has in image, oblemt 'it is
considered to be dirty, and enigineeking.sfraduat s tend to shy. away
.from it. He also 'expressed a need for manageme t.people, indus-

andttanufactpring oriented engineersand dtall rgists
rather than A4signers. Not much research is b ng don 'by the -

industry itself, but rather by trade end techni i. ass eiations.
Whit industry has are.pxoduction problems. Also,OSHA EPA, and

- Energy Crisis hivecreated a need.for technical pepple o help.
adjust to the changed picture.

Dr,
1

A. A. Hendricks on spoke for the forging industry. The
prOpesedprogram can achieve a lot for industry, heostated,since
it has not been innovative. Research As not what is needecl here,
but ihsteld, technology "transfer. The forging ihdustry must be
made awa e of existing technology. Mesently, technical People
ai4-miSs ng, tinc0small.companies,cannot afford to hire qualified
engineer metallurgists). He suggests that the forging industiy
be appro c ed as a body.

It thus appears that there'is a trend towards manufact ing
,engineering activities in indpitry, and indlistry would like o see
Mi.chigan Tech provide them with the manpower that can cope wittrits
problems. Since the objectivt-tf4this Internship Program are in
agreement with these needs', s generally warmly received,by
the participants. Industrial representatives in.,particular were
appreciative of the'fact th'at Michiqpn Tech shows=An interest in
'hel'ping industry.) One hundred percent would recommend this program
to.their companids, as the attached questionnaire showS.

u

.yo

,
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Name 14 11.441n:Aligas Reportivig
. .Company or Affiliation

QUESTIONN'AfRE ir

1. ,,,Does your company have'a co-op wgram for students?

6 yes , oto I otof a.pipleciabie

Z. Are co-op'students better prepareefortentry level jobs in ind
Why?

yes 3 Koh ore...ion
k

Do you believe that, the Internship Program is a worthwhile project
to undertake for a trial period?

N.

14: yes! 9 .

4. Do you believe that thp Internship Program will be better for the
University,'thestudent, and Industry than the co-op?

,

10 yes, 2. maybe, ..2. Kof ftecessaireIll 0

5 oldtke f+,.1 d. assay 1, ewefel uesi'ver.s4y f&i.....ify most

5. Does ITur company sponsbr research. projects at Universities?

6 Vett- 4.L° otoese/1' ktvw oto .vspieca.b(c

.6. Is the present state of interaction betWeen Industry and Universities
-satisfactory?

fte
..4

7. Do you consider current regular full;time engineering education
satisfies the need for entry level performance inq.Industry?

5 yes ((oak resermkon) 8 fto J 1 no.oloiraoft .

8. Please indicate the components of engineering. education you, feel need
to be strengthened.

- HuManities and Social Sciences 5
- Basic Sciences (Chemistry '.and ,Physics) .2.
- Mathematics .t.,.A0--

. -----L----
- Engineering Science (Static$, Dynamics, Thermo, etc.) 4
- Design Projects.. 4

. * 4
- ,Laboratory Projects a
- Practical Experience .

. 12

Com<...ments: 14444 more row.44A4J4,11.41 ed40444%, sAmdle;j4 'lied -butter 41ruAi411. Si(

co Iwovt' voti cb.lifoia, need deve&pnito.AJ of 41...ou.4e.r 4^ A irdaersker

Would ydu recommend that your company participate in.the Lnternship
Program described at this symposiam?

rs ties
)

i n.1 Apr 4'041 1cyes)

10. Would you recommend that your company participate '(at some expense)
in a project other than the Internship Program to improve University - - ,

Industry interaction? .'

-,

9 yes 2 tivipel Ii.o °riot (041 0 Keit 44oplicalit
1.1.1
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REP?RT OF TRIP-TO CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY
. December 4,- 1973

.by j. )C. Gerdeen and K. J. Weinmann
f' 4: .

J. C. Gerdeen was invited to participate in the'rWorkshop on
Research and Educational Needs in the Pressureyessel Piping and

,..

Related Industries" _held at CMU, and sponsored by NSF and the
! Processing Research Institute of CMU. .Due to some comthon features

.between PRI and to the Industrial Internship Program, K. J. Weinmann
N adcoNpanied J. C. Gerdeen to CMU; so both could discuss the pro-N.-

O.* grams TOth G. E.. Dieter, Director of PRI, and attend the workshOp
mhidh dealt directly with university-industry interaction.

'

The workshop brought together representatives from industry,
universitiesw*government',,trade associations, and' foundations to
discuis needs of the pressure vessel industry', both in engineering
manpower and research. The need for course work and research at
the universities relevant to the industry, and the need for closer
relationships between practicing engineers in industry.and university
professors were stressed. Sincd the different backgrounds of the
participants resulted indifferent ideas, lively discussions stook
place. When:the workshop-adjourned, no noticeable consensus had

j'eenreached regarding workable solutions to the problem of how to
ftprove the working climate between university and' industry in
Cis particular are.. of engineering.

The private discussions with G. Et Dieter' and M. C. Shaw,
Head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering of CMU were frUit-
ful, since they Hbtped to clarify some questions regarding\PRI:
Also, the two gentlemen assured us of their willingness to cooperate
with the Michigan Tech efforts,.and to share with us theli experi-
ehce gained in their efforts to establish mutually beneficial
relationships with industry.

The Processing Research Institute, which involves the
Departments of Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, and
Metallurgy and'Materials Science, offers a Master of Engineering
Program designed to prepare the student profes'sionally for an en-
gineering career. Graduate students are given industrial projects, e,,
for whose successful completion they have the major responsibility.
Each project, -is directly supervised by PRI faculty members, but

- also receives inpat from engineering experts from industry.'

Currently:PRI works with 15 companies outside the Pittsburgh
area. The working arrangement With each firm-is as follows: A
research project involving graduatestudents, is funded 50 percent
by the company and 50 percent by. NSF the first year. After that,
'fit is fully .funded by the,company.

112
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A REPORT ON THE

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON' MANUFACTURING

TECHNOLOGY AND PRODUCTIVITY

4

held at
.

Massachusette Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

/
.2.1;

.:ecember 11 and:12, 1973

by

R. W. Kauppila
Mechanical Engineering-Engineering Mechanicspepartment

'.- Michigan Technological University ,
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INTRODUCTION

A National Conference on Manufacturing` Technology

and Productivity was held at the Massachuletts Instittte

of Technology, Cambridge, 4 4Ssachuset1s, on December 11

and 12, 1973. The pUrpoie id this conference was to create,
,

an exchange-of Information and opinibii among industrial

leaders and university faculty who'share.a deaird to re-
.

vitalize U. g. industry. The iollowing report.is a
Summary of the discussions thatttodk place during this

confefehce. All.written iniorMation that was provided at

'the conference is included. 4though a summary of ,the
t

entire conference proceedings was repeatedly requested by

many of the attendees, only write-ups of,the workShop

reports.mere provided.

The- conference was attenie# by over one hundred repre-
,zsay,s:

sentaiivyt of industry and universities. It should be

oted that this confer ncexas primarily attended by upper

management from industry with 83 of the preregistered
4

s

attendees representing companies or government agencies.

(L Fifteen presentations were made by leading authorities

in.thei,x fields of interest.. The following is a brief

-summary of each presentation;

N.-
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a' "Introduction to the ConfereAce".
brathan,g. Cook, MIT

Dr. Cook welcorded the conferen

the'conference wa4ttended
u

including one woman,

,
O

ce attendees. He noted that
o.

by 4011 'over one, hundred Attende

almost.all'orwhom came from industr.

(Tie one wdmah wad discoverecl -go'be from the press.) Dr. Cook
" '

4
mss/

deScribed the conferenceas divided into three parts.. The first

part_was a4number of talks on the social and economic climate four,
. 0 '

our manufacturing industries. The second part was a presentation
4

oftechnologid 1 inhovati s fpr the futul. The third part was

$
.

attendees sto express their opinioins
0 .

,

and thus provide their input tct"th conference; Dr. Cook meritioned

- workshops w1ioh would allow

that. the conference had been one year in planning.
4

"WelcoMing Remarks"
Ward W. Johnson, MIT

a

0 .7 4t
Mr. JohnspArficially w0.1dbmed the conference attendees,

NI* At
.

presented a histqty of MIT, andjdescribed'the direction of their

efforts.

1

"Recent Productivity-Trends and the 'Cli444ging SociorEconomic
Environment" '

Johnii.'Kendricks, The George Washington University
ad

Dr. Kendricks' :talk covered several related points. Indices

of productivity were briefly discussed. Productivity increases

require investments. Unionizatia decreaies productivity. Produc-
.

tivity level in M. S. is still the highest in the world 6ut*other

- countries are catc10ng up. Lower educational enrollments are poor

forincreased produAivity. Economic growth for1974 is expected-

to be approximately 1% lower than normal. Labor. force growth,

4 i
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e which provided part of past productiviity growth, has peaked:

Economy shift has been to services where 60% of tbday's working

force is Atidloyed and.where contribution to productivity increase

is poor. Competitive forces will give more productivity which

will lead to more productivity bargaining and profitsharing.

Government intervention will increase and cause lower productivity.

'Energy crisis will change legislators' actions which should help

` productiVify. . Wage and price controls distort productivity

picture. Loosenes of values and attitudes, negative social
4

tendences and adverse-palitical tendencies have been detrimental..

Outlook forfuture is positive but'not dramatic.
. P '

"TiphnolQgical Innovation in Manufacturing" ,. ...*-1.

JO:rdan J. Baruch, Harvard
. .

7 .

- -
,

.
.

.
Dr. Baruch slanged his tistle to

,
Manalement of Technologcal

Advances. He had several` interesting exakples of gaging produc-

tivity. One example compared light bulbs. A light bulb price has

4

increased.from 280 in 1950 to 330 in 1970 incicating not much

productivity increase when adjusted for inflation. However, if

measured in terms of output in million lumen hours (MLH) the dor-'

responding total oast including pOwer has gone from $2.60 to $1.30

per MLH. If fluorescent lighting is included, the cost has gone

from $2.60 to 310 per MLH. This servic% cost is more relire than

unit cost and should be used for measuring productivity. The changes

in these products involved technoldgical advances.

Technologicl advances take place as a. result of several

activities. They are defined as recognition, definition, imple-

mentation, conveyance (marketing),. evaluation, advocacy (organized

116
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process of lyin0 and h614j.ng (doing nothing really c "keep it
.

on the back burner"). 'The last activity, holding, is used when
, .

, an advance is premature. These activities are all involved't9
. . ,

vai0.ng!iegrees in bringing forth a technologibaadvance.1
.

Managers manage. these activities.
%%4,

"Design Priorities and .External
Daii4 G: Wilson, 'MIT

Costs"

Dr: WilSon presented a h rous talk on design prioritie'

and their_costs. One example was the priority assigned,tothe

t.

design of a clean' automotive exhaust. -When the dirty exhaust

.blew out?nto opeh space, the priorilty was low. rhen the exhaust

engulfed pedestrians, the priority was more acute. When the exhaust

.was piped back into the' car, thp priority was verracute.
1

"Productivity, Science and Technology"
J: Herbert Hollomon, MIT

Innovation and diffusion of technology ,is the key to improved

productivityl. This is clearly seen in U. S. agriculture where
C".

government extension agencies played an important role. Today,

U. S. agriculture production leads the rest of the world.

this'be done for our manufacturing industries?

Why can't

The U. S. governmenthas placed its efforts on space and arms

with no emphasis on industrial prod*ts. Western Eupean and

Japanese governments have concentrated on industry and products

og coiisuinption.

Technology changesare.necessary but usually costly and risky.

If sudden, they impair rational decisions and cause unfavorable

displacements of employees. U. S. managers generally desire no

I i.:1
0
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,

changes. Japan has a policy of "cannot lay anyone off" Which

prohibits displacement. France and England haVe a tax that

covers retraining, reeducating and relocating workers.,
.

"Productivity in Education"
Paul E. Gray, MIT

Productivity'ln education has not increased dramatically.
.

It-cannqt.,be measured by- today's "$ per credit hour". Content

is *lit shopld be co4nted. du ation is an individual effort

e''
on the part.ofthe student whiclj defies any real measurement of

4
productivity.

1

Charles A. Myers.,..

. The most dikficult.but most job .Of management is."
managing man and all else depends on it. The factors that influ-

ence this 'management are communication, information, etc. which

are the human factors in manufacturing.

"Human Factors in Manufacturing"

. "1980-2000 The Future for Manufacturing Industries"
- Jay W. Forrester, MIT

The'most informative-and interesting talk was given by Dr:

Forrester. By use of flata froth his text "World Dynamics" he

presented a gloomy,outlook for the future. (Following this talk,

pales of his book in the CO-Ols, MTT's bookstore were britk and

exhausted their AVailable_suppl
411

Dr. Forrester showed that all\dynaMieAsystems follow a growth'

curve consisting of a doubLing of growth in increments of time.

When the transition point_is reached, the system is half grown

With only one more possible doubling of growth. Productivity.in
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the U.S. appears to follow this curve with the transition in

productivity occurring in 1970 (earlier than expected). The

gkosah. in U. y. population also follows a simil5r curve but has

noeidefined a clear transition point yet tn spite of zero popu-
.

lation growth ,fforts. When the productiVity is divided by the

population and graphed,' he is an index of standard of

'living curve. All thAe of these curves are shown in the figure

below.

32'

16

2

' 1890 1910 1930 1956 1970

#0,

Productivity

Population

Standard of
Living

Transition,
Zone

It appears that we are today in the transition zone. In the tra4si.1

tion z8ne, close coupling shoilld ta)CeplaCe. This is ip evidence

today for example, with the automobile enmeshed in environmental and
. .

energy, crisis controversy with political overtones; If the popula-

tion growth can be curbed and productivity maintained, then the

.standard of living can be maintained. However, can productivity

be maintained' with our current energy shortage?



Can, we get more energy? Can the oil shales do the trick?

Rumor has it that energy production takes 20% of the productivity

dollar. It is'reported that shale oil will cost five times that

of sprrent energy.. Conclusion is that it cannot be done, not from
4

shale Oil.

How did we get to where we are today on productivity curve?

Ube accumu/ated capital strength and prbauCtion at a low cost with

past workers receiving little enjoyment for their efforts.

Severe problems are coming up. ExprdpriatiOn of foreign /

operations is certain. Cuts in our nonproductive effortS will have
0

to be. ma d6.4,A11 overhead items will have to go. Fifty percent of

higher education must go. Fifty percents of financial people must

go. No new construction will really take place. Large numbers of

serv ice industries will4isappear. (The service people should go

back to agriculture.) The following changes will thus occur:

1. Resiersal of capital expansion

2. Shift out of white collar Blass

3. Less education,

4. Research productivity will drop even more

5. Longer life products will come (throw away at end)

6. Large throughput will be cUt down (make'New rather .

than repair existing is a horrible drain on resources)

,7. National economy will go down

A shorter work velelis proposed in industry. At a time whe 4Q%

are in a productive activity, how.much can the system st before

the mischief of the effect catches up?
A 0

Will technology pull us out?- In spite of tremendous food
6

advantagei, we have a food crisis. In spite of energy technoloc y,
I
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we have an energy crisis. we do not pul11. out but
0

follow-the.

'curves, an example of the end exists today for everyone to see.

India reached its peak 800 year* ago'. Theirs model of what
.

we can expect at ,the end. A sobering parting thought is visible

inMassachusetts. The current population density in Massachusetts

is one -half that of India today- Is one more doubling the end?

Then

"Teleoperators/Programmable, Adaptable Assembly-Systems"
James.L. Nevins, MIT .

:, ....Thomas B. Sheridan, MIT -,.4
.

. N .
.

N.
Mr. NevinS talked about past and recent man-machine systems..

I

A movie of an automated water pump assembly was shown. Movies of

manipulator operations with feedback sending controls.were also

shown. itliproblems associated with "teaohing" a computer.:-controlled

manipulator to drop a bolt into a hole were briefly discussid. It

was dhowh that when obstacles are placed,An the wad, a complex

learning process must be undertaken: It became veyy4evident that

the first "teaching" process could be very frustrating and that the

logical learning process which me take for granted ins not a simple

computer programming.exercise.
to.

Dr: Sheridan made a humorous presentation .of the problems

associated with writing computer programs for man-machine systems.

The objective he chose'ias to direct the machine to paint a block

of wood with the paint *n a can'. By use, of several humorous

slides, he showed many different interpretations that could be

given to the command PAINT THE BLOCK., It,became obvious that

programmer would have to prepare a set of instructio;:at were

much more detailed than that which one would give to a pre-schooler.

12i
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"High lame Manufadturing Techhology"
F. Keit' qlock, MIT

.
Mr. Glick describedhe use of a computer aided graphics

'. .
. .

facility in designing a crankshaft counterweight and in deter-

minin? the resultilg r of Iravity and other engineering

.data.
4.

"New Developments'in ManufactuAng ProcesseS05.
' Nam P. Suh, MIT

Dr. Suh described a number of new developments in/MO.nufactpr-N e)

ing processes at MIT. The brief talk described development of

five new types of cutting tool materials, fotF meta). processing

studies, five :plastics processing studies, and four studies of

materials behavior.

"Engineering Education and Industry".
Frank E. Perkins, MIT
James D. -SchWfler, Case Western Reserve University

J.

alt. Perkins talkedabout the eduqAtion of engineers forgo

industrial careers. (Notting new or revealing was observed.)

Dr. Schoeffler described the nature of the.problem, its

implications and recormtiendations. He cited the Engingeting

cation 'Report as a reference),
.

-o
"Automation for the Job Shop"
Robert T. Lund, MIT

Mr. Lundliresented an interUtingtalk on Computer Modeled

Processing Machine System4 (CMPM). He howed that s ch-systems

have A place in job.- ,shops and proauctio 'plants, And that under
Art

many copdiilbna, they can produce parts at a favorAble Price. He

1.2-2



tires

4,"

Me.. , .
. a. 1

then sh4wed a movi&of the automatic processing; line that -was
v ,

. t ..-
.

.

4designed and built ipy Cincinnati Milacron and Ford,,;,Motor-Co.
. . . . .

. . ,

This stem was very impregisiye with everything computer con-

trolled from routing the parts*to various machines tb the complex

% selectiOri a hange toolon-each machine. NN later

discussion with Richard, C. Messinger, Vice President of Research,

t.
.

Cincinnati MilaCron revealed that thia machirieshad been

"mothballs", the computer returned to its manufacturer,

there wasreal],y45OThurrent interest in encouraging any .,ctlichase

' Anquiriel4or this `type of,achine system.i., It was 'also rumored

r

into

that
- v

U

that thethe above machine. eM was offered.to MIT if they would

(keep it opeiational but that tiley.refused due to its high upkeep

cost-.)

V

"Computer-Aided Design"
John J. Allah, III, University of Texas.

`Ct
Dr. Allan presented a 'colorful slide-talk on' computer- aided,

1
design; what it is, how it works anl the Ovant.iges.that ,are de-

.

rived ;imp fbe use. He used the system 'at the University of

Texas asehis presentation model. The ensuing dicussion point
- 1

out that the hardware for such system` Iv 4141ilable but
. ..

4 '12 0
that huge software development is hecessa before the systems

can be p d individual use.

WORKSHOPS

different workshops

press on .pf\-opinion from the

cushions in eacthworkshop are

this report. , ,t

- it

we re held tp aljow more of ex -

attendees. Summaries of the dis

included in the section following

12
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The author of this retort participated in Workshop A -

IndustrialResearch and.Develdpment. 'The discussions. in Workshop

.A have been significantly toned down as given in Appen*x B. It
.

-was evident that several problems existed. The facilities, /in-

terests, and_staff capabilities in universities are largely unknown
.,,, .,

to industrial management except in a few cases. Industry does
..

dt l d f
.,, .

ustacaemic personne as goO managers o. any redearch projects.

b. Th ir 'Past experience has shoWn that university People do not te-
.

search tE4problem in question, bilt are off on a' tangent somewhere.

When asked to account.for their progre4, communications areun-
- 0

satisfactqry. _Industry feels that University people really don't

understand the 'problems of pro t orien ed manufacturing companies.

It was felt by the industria 'repre' atives that onl/ basic.

research should be done.in un versities'and that applied research

shouldtei9bne by the industr es. The four university personilel

in thisworkshop did not agreek that Statement.

N
QUESTIONS AND OPINIONS -

Each of the, workshop sessions prepaid a number of questions

\ithat were then submitted for opinion voting at the end of the
.

conference. T audience at this point waeo-COnsiderably changed

from tnai of th/onference due to early departures of industrial
, .0

e
-..... *-

peop' d participation by MIT graduate Istudents. However, the0% A
voting di produce some interesting conclusions,. The entire

, tabulation of questions. nd. the voting results are attached.

\I. .

4
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. MIT PROGRAkS'

*

MIT has several programs that provide' university- industry

iiIteraction. Tha following are described more fully in the infor-

mation bulletins included in Appendix F.

The MIT ASSOCIATES PROGRAM has as itE purpose to provide

member firms direct and convenient access to .their ,educational

and research programs while at the same time providirs the - Institute

with important unrestricted financial assistance and professional

relationships.

orT

The INDUSTRIAL LIAISON PROGRAM has as its p

Z
rpose fheestab-

lishment of stimulating contact and informati xcharige between
a. .

the Institute's faculty and representative from industry.
. . .

The ADVANCE? STUDY PROGRAM and SELF STUDY PROGRAM are graduate

study programi for practicing engineers, scientists, educators,

and students. 0

,

c%.

r

e
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03.

WORKSHOP DISCUSSION SUMMARIES

J

The objectives of the workshops were to obtain opinions of

the participants on various subjects related to manufacturing and

to formulate issues to be presented to the whole conference at the

final dinner seesiorl. Each group contained a discussion leader

and a recorder/reporter. "The discussion reader sought to focus

the,discussion and to identify points of coritroversyl and the re-

corders provided this account of the major points covered in the

discussions.

Discussion'Leaders

Prof., Albert Hopkins

Mr. James'Nevins

Prof. Frank Perkins

Mr. Jerry Schaufeld

Prof. Nam Sub,

Prof, Daniel Whitney

Recorders

George Foote

David Gossard

Peter Heineman'

Scott Holden

Harry Koba

Bruce Kramer

126'
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Workshop A Iridustrisl Research and Development

t

On many of the basic issues discussed in this groutitliere was

good agreement both among the industrial participants and between

industry and academic personnel. A possible exception was the question

'of how much university research should be sponsored by industry.

The question of public concern for issues such as pollution,

61t-
resource conservation, worker health, safettvnd job satisfaction was

discussed. Here the group concensus Was that the prevailing public
1

attitude was one of complacence. That people are "happy with the Ay

t

Xife is" and have, in general, no intentions of "stirring things up"

were two predominant feelings. Industrial concerns continue to be

strongly, and probably necessarily, profit-motivated.

Concerning public policy, there was strong sentiment that the

ddclining U.S. economic position relative to other industrial countries

is a result of those nations' government subsidy of industrial research-
.

and development. Japan, West Teri any and Hungary were cited asexairiples.

It was felt that the U.S. government should sponsor industrial

applications Kspearch as well as sponsoring university research-.

4
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Workshop B Public PolicV and Manufacturing

0

The major focus of the discussions was the involvement of govern-

ment in the market system'both at home and abroad. The'feeling that the

.\ .

government served to interfere with the "normal market forces" at fiome

was quite predominant, and it was felt that in most cases, r,oVeYhment

intervention should.be alast resort. It wag pointed out that, while

the government knew rite a lot about tht,larger companies 'in the coml.-.

try, very little feedback was ever received from the medium and small -

;'sized perations.* This could help in providing more adequate informa-

tion n which the government could base its policy decisions.

The second interest of many firms represented at the workshop was

the influence of foreign competition. Tt was thought that the most

effective means of facing this matter was to have more information-

available from government sources concerning the technological advances,

/''business krowth, and future trends in foreign industries.

Major questions were raised concerning the standards which the

government uses to determine Policy regarding industry, the types of

0 response which goverment should use in a problem area, and the philos-

'ophy to be assumed i1 the 'present situation of materials shortages.

V
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Workshop C 1 Productivity Improvement

This group dealt with a variety of levels of produEtivity, while

the participents'showed a primary concern with Productivity at the level

of an 1.44ividual company or of a particular'manufacturing Process within

a company. Thiswas shown by an informal feedback poll of people's inf-

erests, and paralleled by the conference response at the closingosession.

This was in contrast to the emphasis of the early conference speakers .

on nationa1,4international, and even global productivity issues.

This dichotomy of interests presented some problems in reaching a

common definition for discussion. Interestingly, while productivity

concerns were uniform across the gioup of participants, few had an

actual productivity measurement Program in their plants.

The importance'of improving pibduCt aualitv(s recognized, but

its role in measured product,iyktv was not resolved, and the specter of

energy, resource an4 labor limitations remained in the background of.

each discussion. Still there emerged a feeling of optimism, perhaps

summarized that improvements in productivity would find their reward
A

in the marketplace. These feelings were quaniified in the feedback

sessions. A number of peopp.e felt we would not encounter growth limits.
. .,, .

to our production (C.N.P). The.view on productivity was, even more

optimistic, ekpressing.again the optimism cited above, apparently

implying that we can produce la' much or more using less of our efforts,

even if the resource base diminishes.
LV

The role of the university in prOductivitv improvement was dis-.

,1%

. cussed. It wasjelt that in add4tion to teaching, the university

should play an important role in moving ideaslinto commercial applica-

129
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tions by an interest in continuing education and in prototype programs

with industry.

I

...

a
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Workshop-C-2 Productivity Improvement;

The discussion in
st
his,group focused on two primary questions.

1) 41low can productivity improvements be effected?

2) What role can federal, policy play in bringing about major

productivity improvements?.

On the first question, there was a strong consensus that strength-

ening the tie between the manufacturing and design processes should

jpro<ide substantial and relatively."costless" improvements in produc-

tivity and in product quality. It was felt that longer product life and

.

lower costs would be the logical results of these inprovrments. Thie
V

posed an interesting question which was later,presented to the dinner
. .

session; Does the U.S. economy. require (oreshorteeed prod4\t life to

function at its present level? Is ibimer product life desirable from

an economic standpoint? The group consensus was,that longer product
4

life was desirable and indeed necessary from global resource eonsidera-

. time. It was felt that the "productivity problem" is not limited to

manufacturing, but is distributed throughout the entire prod ion pro-

%

Bess from design to sales to service. This makes itself felt in increas7

ing "overhead" and "burden" costs. 1-

When the role,. of federal policy was considered, it was strongly

. felt that direct development of programs toward proper resource usage
4

is needed. It was also felt that the international trade climateois

unbalanced in favor of foreign competitors. The group feeling was

e
that the U.S. should seek to put U.S. firms on equal terms through a

combination of international monetary pollcV, balamted tariffs, and

IZ
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/

subsidies.

This contrasted with the prevailing group sentiment that government
11.

interference in the domestic economy has been; and is, a negative

influence. The improper manipulation of wage and pricecontrbls, and

V

af,

the resultant distortions of the free market process.were,felt to be

a prime example of actions which resulted in "more harm,than good."

S
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'Workshop D Education for Industrial' Careers

In discussing what training an engineer shoUld have, it soon '4'

became evident that among the participants a distinction was made

betweeri a "professional engineer" and a "practicing engineer." his

"practicing engineer,' depending upon the situation, might go uncle?

such titles as ProAuction Eng. ,'Manufacturing Eng., process Eng., dr

Industrial Engin4eer. It was generally felt that today's undergraduate

curricula are improperly structured for students aspiring to these Sit-
.

uations. Currently, rather than graduating with a practical industry

oriented background, they graduate with a theory based education intended
.,

s . \

for the "professional engineer" whe,wilr obtain a' graduate education.

Three possible

schools might
1,

alternatives to this situation were suggested. First,

.Second,offer a three year Associate Engineer's degree.
I .

sea
(

ternate, indudtry oriented bac1elors program might be offered.

Or third, the bacheloe&degreemight be defined as a non-professional
A .

\--degree with orientation toward going directly into industry. Concern

was expressed that even those students interested in engineering theory

have insufficient industrial exposure. Therefore, as part of the third

. plan it was proposed that those in the-"professional" program ending

with Ma'ster's or higher degree be required to work for some perad in

industry in a university supervised program. As an aside it was felt

that university faculty also seriously lack industrial experience.
1

The other topic discussed by the workshor-was continuing education.
,

. I was generally agreed that the most useful and successful continuing

education fell into two cathgories.

133
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1. nagerial science and humanities

2. pecifically applicahle new technology

Considerable time was spent discussing the problems involved in.

some particular attempts to implement the latter. In these cases, mane-

agement was attempting to educate a group of engineers in a new tech-

nology,. From the business point Of view, the most cost-effective

way was to hire an expert (from a university) to come in and teach a

concentrated course to the engineers in their plant using real problems

s
.

_

for their laboratories. Unfortunately this in many ways is in conflict

r
with incentives posed for most university professors. TWo primary

problems were cited.

1. The physical separation betwe the.campus and the industry.

2. teaching in industry do not raise a professorq esteem in

the eyes of his colleagues.

It was generally concluded that the first problem could be overcome

with the proper administrative changes and appropriate economic incen-

tives. The Second problem was not as easy. Such solutions as professors.

teaching in industry while on sabatical were proposed4_ However, these
0

proposals share a common problem. While the money available to a prof-

essor could be increased, the time avai-'abl.e to him cannot. Therefore,

unless the priorities are changed from the urrent emphasis on research

, or at least modified, the second problem s ms insoluble.

Lastly it was observed that, in general, when people are much over

-ten years out of school they start to give up keeping up with the state

of the art. As an alternative to this, retraining people in a com-

pletely new field was proposed. It was noted that, at least in so4
"
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.cases, while people give up on piecemeal learning, they are stl
. .

.

interested and able to start all -over again; thus enabling these people

''to cope with the fast changing technology.
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Works E Technology Abroad

The aiconsus was that t e Unita! States will always be able to

profitably export technology to the rest of the world as long as ,

American firms are able to operate in the context of the free enter-

prise system. The feeling was expressed that our economic'survival

depends on our ability to profitably eXport'technologV. Those with

experience in multinatiOnal irms a ed theme caution that foreign con-
.)

. cerns'are extremely-'shrewd ne:' ors and that careful attention to

Ofdetail is essential in any.cAtract.nego ions.-

In regard to the clOstion of whether major technical prOgrams, such
.

as the,development of computer - integrated manufacturing syiteis, should
.

/,,J%- be undertaken on a nations + scale or through international effort, the

unanimous feelingtwas tharthe United States is not.yet ready to enter

. #
into a major international Program. Clearly, the .national program.

J

should be developed first. There is presently an utgent need for 4n .

organized national effort'to develop computer-integrated manufactbring

/
systems in the United States.- 4 ak

In areas of commercial interest, multinational firms are presently
a

'transferring foreign technology to the United States much more effect- -

ively and extensively than are federal agencies and/or universities.

More active attempts by federal agencies to license foreign' technological

developments for the use of domestic industry (as bas been donein the

shipbuilding-industry) would be helpful and'should be encouraged. Univ-

ersities can help most effectively by keeping industry abreast.of prom-

ising developments of international research which are of interest- but

which are not yet developed t* the point of commercial use.
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VOTING RESULTS

",

sl

I'

.

-,The livery-discussions held in the group workshops developed a /

series of. questions. Which were presented to the whole conference at

the final dinner session. The audience, Comprised of 37 industilal

- and 17 academiebparticipants, was polled by an anonymous group polling.

technique. Each question (or statement) Qs accompanied by a menli of

responses from which to choose. Each member of the audience select

single response,-then,the result were elect4nically recorded a

0

display .Ito the audience. The questions and "voting returns" are

given be he number 'of total responses varied stm*what due to

abstentions a7d 4-responses. e

11.

I

p$
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WORKS FOP

Question

Responses:

4

INDUSTRIAL RESEACHAND DEVELOPMENT

Industny.4d universjties shuld concentrate on improved
methods of communication. - .

P

Object ion / Other 7404

Top Priorlty 13-

Moderate Priority 25

Low Priority 8
*

.

jhere'should b some form of increased emphasis on a
'tonal r rch policy, Such a policy should include_

increased funding tow4niversities,for baiic research.
-*

Responses: Objection / Other

Yes

No

Maybe
t

+
u C o

0 % %

Question 3: There are indications that there is a problem if job'

satisfaction- among young engineqrs. A

gr

-Responses: Objection / Other 0
. .

4 Agree
.

Disagree 12
.

0

Zi

4 4

Question 4:

. -

Responses:

` 61
C I

qpiversikies could
Ofrovide for indust

V

serve as-a co-ordinating influence to
ry.cooperation on OSHA, EPA, etc.

-' Industry Only
Objection lather 0 0

Yes: of course 16 7

Not clear 19 8'

No 15

.138
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WORKSHOP B. PUBLIC POLICY AND MANUFACcI;RING

^-

Question I: Our worst problem with regard to public policy and..

4

Respohses:

. .

.

0

o

Question 2:

Respo

I

manufacturing is f (3 choices)

choice

Objection / 0Iher :

Government interferes too much

Government doesn't do enough,

We can't have prospel-ity
.with out war,or. cr4s i s

Goals of full employment, low
interest rate and GNP growth
are not compatible

Po4itical., "social arid economic

factors impinge on the
decision process.

L

We are not disposed,, natiodally,

1 Il

Indus try

Only, (I)

1

11

2

1

8

15.

7

1

5

1

4

10

18

6

3

5

2

5

16

4

9

0

9

1

1

6

9

4

it

to establishing "national
0

goals" ,

The proper level of government response to productivity
problems is

Objection'/ Other 1

Do'hothing 4

Provide information
(technical assessment)

11

Provide shelters (tariffs) 2

Provide incentives (regulation) 20'

Participate directly
(Government Labs, ROL,

NatIonallzation of unprofitable
or critically necessary industries

13 1
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WORKSHOP B (cont'd)

-.4t

Question 3: Specific governMentaction toward manufacturing should

Industry only

Responses: Objection /.Other 5. 4

Be the resaurceopf last resort 5 .4

Provide International technical
and commercial intelligence data 7 5

Force cOS1Jnternalization -3 0

Aid communication among firm ' 5 4

Not manipulate the economic
environment

Replace restraints with 6 7 6

rewards (e.g. pollution)

Actively promote, rising 2 2

industries

Gently discourage falling ones 0

440
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WORKSHOP C-I PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT

Question 1:

Responses:

Question 2:

Responses'

7

4 what organizational level should efforts be put to
improve productivity?

Objection / Other

GJobal 4

National 13

Statewide 3

Industry 8

Company 8

Manufacturing Process 5

Worker 0

In what time frame do you see "growth limits"?

Objection / Other

- 5 years

5-T 20 years

'20 - 50 years

50 100 years

100 + years

Never

f

In Production In

(GNP) Productivity

141
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2

10

12'

4
,

2

0

0

10

. 4

2

6
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WORKSHOP C-2 PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT

Question. 1: Despite its current high standard of living, the U.S. is
productive enough to compete In the world market as long
as it can operate'on equal terms with others with respect
to monetary policy, tariffs, and subsidies.

Responses:. Objection / Other 5

I agree 34

I disagree

No opinion 0

'Question 2:

Responses:

I

Waves in the U.S. Ili terms of productivity are

Objection'/ Other 2

Quite high' 11

Somewhat high 16

Reasonable 16

Somewhat low .2

Quieg low 0

Question 3: Could longer product life be accommodated and still maintain
a strong America° economy?

Risponses:. Objection / Other 2

Yes 37

No 8

"1 4 2



WORKSHOP D EDUCATION.FOR INDUSTRIAL CAREERS

Question 1: The Bachelor's Degree should only be a pre-profetsAonal

degree.

Responses: Objection / Other

Yes

No

Industry Only

7 3

18 10

22 17

Question 2: Entrance to graduate school should be contingent. upon two
university-supervispi:years In industry for the following
percentage of graduate students.

Responses: Objection / Other

0 - 20%

\ 20 40%,

40 .60%-

60 80%

80 100%

Industry Only

9 6*

9 4

3 1

10 9

6 4

s8 5

Question 3: Engineering education has a responsibility to tea0i..:itwo things

1) Transmission of technical information

2) Development of an ethic and human awareness'.,

What fractiton of the teaching should be dtvote'd to 1) ?

Industry Only,

Responses: Objection / Other 1 1/

Os 20% - 2 1

20 - 40% 5 2

40 60% 16

60 802 18
.

80 100% 4 3

k
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WORKSHOP D (cont4d)

Question 4: Which of the following modes of continuing education is
superior?

AlCademic Only

Responses: Objection / Other 2 1

People from industry returning 15

to the university for a term

University sikaff teaching as 9 2-

consultant industry
without credit

University'staff teaching in 17 7
industry as an extension ser-
vice of the university

University staff using their 1 1

sabbatical to teach in industry

144
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WORKSHOP E TECHNOLOGY ABROAO

Question 1: Cin the U.S. be a profitable exporter of technblogy? of
products?'Yes,, both as to profitability and Continuation
as 'long as the-lree enterprise system pRevails...The
world is (must be) our market.

Responses:

4

Exporter of
Technology.

Exporter of
Products

Objection / Other 4 4

I agree 32 35

I disagree ) 6 3

Question 2: On major technical programs (computer-integrated manu-
facturing systems) we are not ready yet for international
development.

1.

sponies: Objection / Otherl 6

I agree 27"

I disagree 4)0

Que ion 3: It ricilPgelt that we star a national comeuter-integrated
manufacturing program; \

4

. \
4

Respdfsee: Objection / Other ,4

I agree 29

\
...,

) disagree 9
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GENERAL

4
Ques ti on:

Responses:.

.

Question:

Responses:

(--

9

.Me

What is your current-income?

Objection / Other I.

t

Less than $9,000 6

Less than $10,000 2

Less than $15,000 3

Less than $20,000 3

Less than $25,000 4

Less than $30,000 18

Less than $40,000 9

$50,000 or above 4

I feel

Objection./ Other 1

Fine 22

O.K. 13

Fair 2

Poor 2

Confused 5

Intimidated 6

Question: The U.S. is tending to become more socialistic.

Responses:

I'

Objection / Other.

Yes

No

-.Undecided

1

31

11

3

Question: This technique is

Responses: Objection / Other 0

Useful. 32

Not sure 8

Waste of time 4'

,
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